SAFETY
Most recently amended on May 10, 2022 by Resolution No. 22-R-13407. Originally adopted on March
6, 1976 by Resolution No. 76-R-5427. The Seismic Safety element, which has been merged into this
element, was originally adopted on March 7, 1975 by Resolution No. 75-R-5326.
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Overview
Beverly Hills takes pride in maintaining a safe environment for its citizens. The primary
purpose of the Safety Element is to reduce the potential risk of death, injuries, property
damage, and economic and social dislocation resulting from earthquakes, both urban
and wildland fires, terrorism, floods, earthquakes, landslides, public health emergencies,
and other natural and man-made disasters. This element specifically addresses fire, flood,
geologic and seismic hazards, hazardous materials, noise, and natural and man-made
disaster preparedness.
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Fire Hazards
Wildland Fires
Wildland fires present a substantial hazard to life and property in areas of Beverly Hills that
are built within or adjacent to hillsides and mountainous areas commonly referred to as the
Wildland Interface. The area of the City north of Sunset Boulevard has been classified as
the Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone (VHFHSZ) as a result (see discussion below). Two
factors contributing to the risk of a wildland fire
igniting and spreading within the VHFHSZ
include heavy vegetation adjacent to homes
and residential lot densities, which increase the
risk of fire-spread due to intense radiated heat
as well as direct flame impingement on the
homes. Burning homes, especially those with
flammable wood roofs, can propagate the
spread of a fire, particularly downwind during
severe seasonal Santa Ana wind conditions.
Our climate is changing, and long-term trends,
such as changes in temperature (warming),
Beverly Hills Fire Department
precipitation (decreasing), and extreme
weather (increasing storms), will likely result in more frequent and more intense wildland
fires. The impact of climate change on future fire hazards in Beverly Hills is further detailed
in the Climate Vulnerability Assessment.

Urban Fires
Fires could also ignite in urbanized areas of the City because of a wildfire, earthquake, or
some other phenomena. A disruption in the water system, causing a reduction in hydrant
pressures, could allow a normally controllable structure fire to escape containment by
firefighting forces and spread to adjoining buildings; or
a fire that starts in the flatlands in severe winds might
cause spot fires with flying brands and ignite other
buildings downwind by igniting wood roofs or
vegetation.
Beverly Hills maintains fire prevention and suppression
plans and programs to prepare for and mitigate
potential fire hazards. Mutual aid agreements with other
agencies allow for increased equipment and staffing in
emergencies. In addition, the City’s Fire Code includes
standards for building construction, renovations, and
additions, and for the maintenance and clearance of
Beverly Hills High Fire Hazard Severity
vegetative growth. The Beverly Hills Fire Department
Zone
(BHFD) has issued a Fuel Modification Standard at
www.beverlyhills.org/fuelmodificationstandard to provide minimum standards for fire safe
landscaping to improve public safety and reduce property loss during wildfire
emergencies. A list of fire-prone/non-desirable vegetation is provided within the Fuel
Modification
Standard,
and
additional
information
is
provided
at
www.beverlyhills.org/fuelmodification.
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There are currently no designated fire breaks within the City, as confirmed by the Beverly
Hills Fire Department (BHFD). Land in the VHFHSZ north of Sunset Boulevard is fully built out,
so the creation of fire breaks is not practicable. There are some buffer areas that do not
have a dense amount of vegetation and fuel that are known, but they do not meet the
definition or requirements to be technically considered a fire break. The City conducts
annual inspections and enforcements related to existing vegetation and brush to increase
defensible space around structures within the VHFHSZ. Changes in landscaping techniques,
vegetation choices, defensible space initiatives, home hardening, and long-term
maintenance help reduce losses during wildfire events. More information regarding fire
breaks, fuel, and fires are detailed in the 2017-2022 Local Hazard Mitigation Action Plan,
herein referred to as the LHMAP.

Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zones
Beverly Hills adopted the 2019 California Building Code and adds amendments to the
California Building Code in Title 9 of the Beverly Hills Municipal Code. The California Building
Code Chapter 7A requires that buildings constructed in areas identified as VHFHSZ must be
built using fire-resistive features. Within the City of Beverly Hills, the area of the City north of
Sunset Boulevard has been designated as a VHFHSZ. Figure 1 shows the VHFHSZ in the City
of Beverly Hills and classifies this area as a Local Responsibility Area (LRA). The City’s
opportunity sites as identified in the 2021-2029 Housing Element are not located in the
VHFHSZ. Therefore, the redevelopment in the City of the opportunity sites would not be in
areas that would have potential impacts from fires. In Beverly Hills, the BHFD is responsible
for the LRAs. As determined in the LHMAP, approximately 1,620 parcels with an estimated
valuation of at least $2.1 billion are located in a VHFHSZ. Detailed data regarding wildfire
and historic wildfire events are listed in the LHMAP.
The City of Beverly Hills currently has multiple programs to mitigate the dangers of fire
hazards. The BHFD, currently led by Fire Chief Gregory Barton, operates the City’s three fire
stations:
 Station #1/Fire Department Headquarters: 445 N. Rexford Drive
 Station #2/Coldwater Canyon: 1100 Coldwater Canyon Drive
 Station #3/Doheny Drive: 180 S. Doheny Drive
The Los Angeles County Fire Department (LACFD) and the BHFD have a Mutual Aid
Agreement for all hazard responses. Under this agreement, the BHFD takes main
responsibility for hazard mitigation and fire protection for parcels located in the LRA of the
VHFHSZ. Thus, the BHFD has primary responsibility for fire protection, while the LACFD is a
cooperating agency providing fire response services if needed.
The LHMAP discusses in detail the different local, State, and federal agencies responsible
for fire and hazard protection in the City of Beverly Hills. For example, the BHFD partners with
community residents in the Just In Case BH Program (Just In Case BH) to create a
Community Emergency Response Team (CERT). This City-wide program educates
volunteers about disaster preparedness for the hazards that may impact their area and
trains them in basic disaster response skills, such as fire safety, light search and rescue, team
organization, and disaster medical operations. Just In Case BH helps to create a
neighborhood of CERT-trained neighbors, doctors, and medical supplies, and also provides
a central location for a supply of food and water in the event of an emergency. The
program will also supply block captains with a way to communicate during power and
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internet outages. Just In Case BH also makes publicly available online maps on the City’s
website for emergency gathering zones for community action and emergency response.
Just in Case BH’s maps divide the City into nine zones by the City’s main arterials (e.g., Santa
Monica Boulevard, Beverly Drive) for community emergency response.
Evacuation plans for parcels located in the VHFHSZ and within the City of Beverly Hills can
be
found
on
the
City’s
website
at
https://gis.beverlyhills.org/GISDocs/PublicMaps/WildFireEvacuationRoutes.pdf. There are
multiple evacuation routes in the VHFHSZ, including Benedict Canyon Drive, Lexington
Road, North Beverly Drive, Coldwater Canyon Drive, Schuyler Road, Loma Vista Drive,
Doheny Road, North Hillcrest Road, and Carla Ridge. The evacuation routes direct residents
to the north and out of the VHFHSZ or to the south onto Sunset Boulevard. While there are
some cul-de-sacs within the VHFHSZ that would have one ingress or egress, by definition,
residents would have access to reach at least two emergency evacuation routes upon
exiting the cul-de-sac. Therefore, there are no residential developments in the VHFHSZ that
do not have at least two emergency evacuation routes upon exiting the cul-de-sac. All
roads in the BHFD’s jurisdiction meet or exceed the standards referenced in Title 14,
California Code of Regulations, Division 1.5, Chapter 7, Subchapter 2, Articles 2 and 3. In
the event of a wildfire in a VHFHSZ, evacuation orders will be communicated jointly by the
BHFD and the Beverly Hills Police Department (BHPD), where the BHPD will enforce
evacuation through the established evacuation routes. Further, in the case of a high fire
day, parking within the VHFHSZ will be restricted, and all gates will remain open to ensure
efficiency during evacuation.
Historically, fires in Southern California, and Beverly Hills in particular, have been
exacerbated several times per year when the Santa Ana wind conditions make the threat
of fire even greater than normal. Due to Beverly Hill’s proximity to the wildland/urban
interface, fire history, and the continued appearance of meteorological events that
increase wildfire fuel, Beverly Hills is at high risk for wildfires. The fire season may also be
lengthening due to the longer dry and warm season and shorter wet and rainy season.
Recent years have shown that vegetation is growing earlier, which results in vegetation
being available as a fuel source for a longer period of time. Due to exacerbated drought
conditions, dryer vegetation would result in increased fuel for wildfires. The LHMAP has more
information about wild and urban fires, causes, and mitigation strategies.
The BHFD confirmed there are no areas defined as State Responsibility Areas (SRAs) in the
City of Beverly Hills. Furthermore, there are currently no planned structures, roads, utilities,
and essential public facilities in SRAs within City limits. As of 2021, the BHFD has not
determined if the BHFD will need to relocate and/or distribute more fire stations.1 Figure 2
shows essential public facilities throughout Beverly Hills and their approximate location in or
near fire hazard and flood hazard zones (discussed below) in Beverly Hills. Essential public
facilities include hospitals and health care facilities, emergency shelters, fire stations,
emergency command centers, and emergency communications facilities. Essential public
facilities work together with fire stations during hazardous events to provide community
organization and services in the event of an emergency.

1

Based on correspondence with Mike Hand, Fire Marshal/Battalion Chief, of the BHFD on November
9, 2021.
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Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Flood Hazards
Flash floods result from large and intense rainfalls that occur over short periods of time. The
flooding would tend to occur in the winter months when precipitation is greater, and can
occur within several seconds to several hours, with little or no warning.
The City of Beverly Hills was most recently affected by rainfall flooding in February 2003,
causing flooding of subterranean garages, loss of personal property, including vehicles,
and temporary loss of electric and gas service to the buildings in the 300 North Oakhurst
Drive/Doheny Drive areas. Fortunately, none of flooding events in the City have had
significant long-term effects.
In the United States, the responsibility for managing flood risks is shared across the federal,
State, and local government agencies and the private sector. The U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE) established the National Flood Risk Management Program, which
provides current and accurate floodplain information, identifying and assessing flood
hazards, improving public awareness and comprehension of flood hazards and risk, and
integrating flood damage and flood hazard reduction programs across federal, State, and
local agencies. Historically, the City of Beverly Hills has areas that are subject to flooding.
Figure 3 illustrates the flood hazard zones in and around the City of Beverly Hills based on
data from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Based on recent FEMA
Preliminary Flood Insurance Rate Map Panels and designated floodway maps available
from the Central Valley Flood Protection Board, the City of Beverly Hills is located in a “Zone
X,” defined as an “area of minimal flood hazard.” As of 2021, the Department of Water
Resources’ “Best Available Map” tool shows that the City of Beverly Hills is not located within
a 100-year or 200-year flood plain zone. The City of Beverly Hills is not considered to be
geographically located within a Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA) within the Ballona Creek
watershed. Due to the City’s location, floodway maps from the Central Valley Flood
Protection board do not show any floodways and
levee centerlines in the City of Beverly Hills, and the
City is not located in any levee protection zones.
Flooding may also result when water retention
structures fail due to an earthquake. Portions of
Beverly Hills are threatened by flooding from the City’s
Greystone Reservoir, Woodland Reservoir, Sunset
Reservoir, and the City’s above-ground reservoirs
(according to the 2020 UWMP, Reservoirs 4B, 5, 6, 3A).
Damage to the structures caused by an earthquake,
however, would probably be a minor breach, which
would allow time for warning and reduction of the
stored water in the reservoir. The City also lies in the Coldwater Canyon Reservoir
inundation path of the Lower Franklin Canyon
Reservoir which is located north of the City. In the event of a breach of this reservoir, the
residential area north of Carmelita Drive would be exposed to immediate and severe
danger. Below that point, the danger diminishes rapidly although flooding of most
structures in this section of the inundation path would occur. Figure 4 illustrates debris basins
and areas of extremely high inundation hazards in and around the City of Beverly Hills.
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Figure 3
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Figure 4
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Reservoir or dam failure may result in loss of life and damage to
structures, roads, and utilities. Several influences can affect the
severity of a reservoir or dam failure event: the amount of water
impounded and the density, type, and value of development and
infrastructure located downstream of the reservoir or dam.
Furthermore, downed tree limbs and other debris can cause localized
flooding during heavy rain events. Therefore, the City is at a moderate
risk of future flood events. To protect the City from hazards, the City of
Beverly Hills and the County of Los Angeles have a Master Mutual Aid
Agreement for all hazard response. Currently, there is no specific
agreement for flood hazards in particular, but the Master Mutual Aid
Agreement encompasses various hazards, such as flood, fire,
earthquake, pestilence, war, sabotage, and riot. Under this
agreement, the City of Beverly Hills and the County of Los Angeles are
the primary agencies responsible for flood protection in the City. While
the City’s opportunity sites as identified in the 2021-2029 Housing
Element are not located in flood hazard zones, there are opportunity
sites located south of Santa Monica Boulevard within the inundation
area. As of 2021, the City does not have public, readily available
evacuation route maps for flood and geological hazards. As of 2021,
the BHFD is currently drafting the City evacuation plan, which may
address flood and geological hazard (discussed below) evacuation
routes. The redevelopment of the opportunity sites located south of
Santa Monica Boulevard that are located within the inundation areas
would have mitigation programs in place to address the potential for
flooding. As determined in the Climate Vulnerability Assessment, the
Los Angeles County Flood Control District’s Holly Hill Storm Drain
upgrade project was implemented to reduce flooding hazards;
therefore, the impacts from flooding would be limited.

Geologic and Seismic Hazards
The City of Beverly Hills is highly diverse geologically, as a result of the
seismic setting of the surrounding region and the effects of climate.
The impacts of climate change on geologic and seismic hazards are
further discussed in the LHMAP. Figure 5 shows the different geological
foundations that make up the City. The City of Beverly Hills’ exposure
to geologic and seismic hazards is directly related to its proximity to
active faults.
There are several active faults in or near the City of Beverly Hills. The
Hollywood and Santa Monica faults converge within the City. The
Newport-Inglewood Fault is located approximately 2 miles south of
the City. Figure 6 identifies the regional faults affecting Beverly Hills.
The City’s proximity to active seismic faults makes it highly susceptible
to geologic and seismic hazards, including expansive soils,
subsidence, liquefaction, and landslides. The Hollywood and Santa
Monica faults running through the City are approximately located
along South Santa Monica Boulevard and North Doheny Drive.
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Liquefaction Hazard
Liquefaction is one of the most destructive secondary effects of
seismic shaking. Liquefaction results from the loss of soil strength due
to a sudden increase in pore water pressure during shaking. It occurs
primarily in saturated and loose, fine to medium grained soils, in areas
where the groundwater table is 50 feet or less below the surface.
Liquefaction causes foundations of structures to move, leading to
varying degrees of structural damage. In general, all of the South East
area of Beverly Hills is underlain by recently deposited sediments that
may include potentially liquefiable layers. If groundwater levels in this
area rise to within 50-feet of the ground surface, the sediments would
have a moderate to high susceptibility to liquefaction. As shown in
Figure 7, the zones with higher liquefaction potential exist in the
northern canyons, as well as in the eastern and southern areas of the
City.

Expansive Soils Hazard
Soils that expand when exposed to
water are considered expansive soils.
Such expansion can cause structural
damage to foundations and roads
without
proper
structural
engineering. Clay soils in Beverly Hills
have potential for expansion and
would swell and shrink with changes
in moisture content.

Hillside Areas north of Sunset
Boulevard
Subsidence Hazard

Subsidence can occur as a result of excessive groundwater or
petroleum withdrawals which cause the ground surface to sink.
Subsidence produces cracks in pavements and buildings and may
dislocate wells, pipelines, and water drains. Beverly Hills has
experienced limited subsidence over the years; however, it is still a
potential hazard within the City.

Landslide Hazard
Landslides are often associated with earthquakes, but other factors
may also influence their occurrence, including the slope, the moisture
content of the soil, and the composition of the subsurface geology.
The potential for landslides increases with vegetation loss from wildfires
or drought. The City’s hillside areas, north of Sunset Boulevard, are
susceptible to hillside slope failures during heavy rains. Heavy rains or
improper grading may trigger a landslide. Figure 7 shows landslide
zones in Beverly Hills. Landslide zones are located in the northern area
of Beverly Hills. In the past, slope failures have been reported in the
northern hillside areas of the City due to heavy rainfalls and soil
erosion. The hillside residential development has also placed
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additional loads on the subsurface bedrock, which further
contributed to the slope failure. As stated in the LHMAP, no significant
or major debris flow resulting from landslides in the northern hillside
area has been recorded in the City, and small debris flows in the past
were localized and were cleaned up by the City’s Public Works
Department. While a major landslide in the hillside area could destroy
roadway pavement and limit access for residents in the northern
hillside areas, historical occurrences have only had a minimal impact
on the City. Furthermore, there are landslide mitigation activities and
programs that are implemented into the City’s Landslide
Building/Zoning Codes. Because the City already has existing
landslide hazard mitigation measures and programs in place, the City
is in general is considered to have only a slight risk for landslides.
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Figure 5
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Figure 6

Figure 7
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Hazardous Materials
A hazardous material is defined as any material that due to its
quantity, concentration, physical or chemical characteristics, poses a
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significant present or potential hazard to human health and safety or
to the environment if released. Federal, State, and local agency
databases maintain comprehensive information on the locations of
facilities using large quantities of hazardous materials, as well as
facilities generating hazardous waste. Hazardous materials and/or
sites found in Beverly Hills include brownfield sites, toxic discharge,
leaking underground fuel tanks, and household hazardous waste.

Disaster Preparedness
The City has developed two plans designed to implement programs
to facilitate emergency management: the Emergency Operations
Plan (EOP) and the Hazard Mitigation Action Plan (HMAP), described
below. As previously discussed, the Just In Case BH Program assists the
City in the case of an emergency. The City has an emergency
notification program to alert citizens about current emergencies and
to deliver essential information in the event of a natural or manmade
emergency. Messages are typically provided through land line
phones, cell phones, e-mail, and more. While residents and businesses
with land line telephone numbers are already included in the
emergency alert system, residents and business owners without land
lines must register the devices with which they wish to receive the
messages. The City also uses three notification systems to broadcast
alerts
related
to
emergencies
(http://www.beverlyhills.org/departments/firedepartment/justincase
bh/alerts/web.jsp). The Wireless Emergency Alert (WEA) will send text
message alerts based on geographic vicinity to the affected area.
Nixle provides general updates on local public safety via text
message alerts. Everbridge will send alerts through the chosen
communication method (text, email, or phone). Emergency
evacuation maps are available on the City’s website.

Emergency Operations Plan (EOP)
The EOP addresses the City’s planned response to emergency
situations associated with all hazards such as natural and man-made
disasters, technological incidents, and national security emergencies.
The EOP does not address normal day-to-day emergencies or the
well-established
and
routine
procedures used in coping with
such emergencies (i.e. routine
police and fire response calls).
Instead, the operational concepts
reflected in the EOP focus on
potential
large-scale
disasters
which can generate unique
situations
requiring
unusual
emergency responses.
Beverly Hills Disaster Response Trailer
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Some emergencies will be preceded by a build-up or warning period,
providing sufficient time to warn the public and implement mitigation
measures designed to reduce loss of life and property damage. Other
emergencies occur with little or no advance warning, thus requiring
immediate activation of the emergency operations plan and
commitment of resources. All City departments must be prepared to
respond promptly and effectively to any foreseeable emergency,
including the provision and utilization of mutual aid.
An Emergency Operations Center (EOC) is a location from which
centralized emergency management can be performed during a
major emergency or disaster. The City’s primary EOC and an alternate
EOC are located within the City. The Director of Emergency Services
has the authority to direct all EOC activity. The Director of Emergency
Management is responsible for the City’s overall Emergency
Management policy and coordination.
The plan/program provides an overview of operational concepts,
identifies components of the City’s Emergency Management
Organization within the Standardized Emergency Management
System (SEMS) and the National Incident Management System (NIMS),
and describes the overall responsibilities of federal, state, and local
agencies for protecting life and property and assuring the overall wellbeing of the population.

Local Hazard Mitigation Action Plan (LHMAP)
The LHMAP includes resources and information to assist City
departments, residents, public and private sector organizations, and
others interested in participating in planning for hazards. The LHMAP
provides a list of activities that may assist the City in reducing risk and
preventing loss from future hazard events. The strategies address multihazard issues, as well as activities for earthquakes, wildfires, terrorism,
earth movements, flooding, and wind storms.

Terrorism
Terrorism is a continuing threat throughout the world and within the
United States. In recent years, terrorism has taken on new form with
the introduction of chemical, biological, and radiological weapons.
The probability that an individual/location will be targeted by a
terrorist is a function of the attractiveness of the target, potential for
success, and potential for avoiding identification and capture.
Beverly Hills is an internationally known, high-profile community with
strong political and economic ties, and is frequently the focus of
political events, dignitary visits, demonstrations, and marches. It is
routine for Heads of State to visit and conduct business within the City.
These factors make the City an attractive potential target for terrorist
activity. It is not possible to estimate the probability of a terrorist
attack. However, based on law enforcement’s role in combating
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terrorism, the City has identified critical sites and has assessed the
vulnerability of these sites to a terrorist attack. Venues likely to suffer
the impact of terrorism include government facilities, entertainment
and cultural facilities, including the business district, and the popular
hotels.
In Beverly Hills, the Police Department is the lead agency for the City
response/crisis management. The City’s Office of Emergency
Management is responsible for consequence management.

…
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Goals and Policies
S 1 Protection of Life and Property. The protection of human life
and property from the risks of wildfires and urban fires.
S 1.1

Water Supply Reliability. Improve water supply
reliability and capacity to fight wild fires and
structure fires in the Zone 9 area, the Coldwater
Canyon area, and other areas contiguous to the
City, such as City of Los Angeles and Franklin
Canyon Reservoir. (Imp. 3.2, 6.1)

S 1.2

Property Maintenance.
Continue to require
property
owners
to
conduct
regular
maintenance on their properties and roadways
to reduce the fire danger and maintain a firesafe landscape. (Imp. 2.4, 5.3)

S 1.3

Defensible Space. Conduct annual inspections
and enforcement related to existing vegetation
and brush to increase defensible space around
structures within the Very High Fire Hazard
Severity Zone. (Imp. 1.3, 2.4)

S 1.4

Hazard Mitigation Action Plan. Review and
evaluate annually for progress in implementing
the City's Hazard Mitigation Action Plan, and
revise as needed for compliance with local,
State and Federal requirements every five years.
(Imp. 1.3, 6.1)

S 1.5

Fire Hazard Mitigation. Require that fire hazard
mitigation strategies, such as accelerating the
2013 compliance year for replacement of all
non-Class A roofs in the VHFHSZ, are
implemented and that effective public outreach
and education is provided. (Imp. 1.3, 2.4, 8.1)

S 2 Fire Department Service. An efficient, well-equipped, and
responsive fire department that offers maximum feasible
personal safety and protection from loss of life and property
caused by wildfires and urban fires.
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Goals and Policies
S 2.1

Fire Protection Service. Continue to research
and implement methods for modernizing and
improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the
Fire Department in responding to fires,
suppressing fires, and mitigating fire hazards.
(Imp. 6.1)

S 2.2

Fire Protection Capability. Maintain and expand
the amount of firefighting equipment and
personnel necessary for adequate initial
response to fire emergencies in all buildings and
areas in the City, including high-rise buildings and
natural areas. Support and maintain mutual aid
agreements to supplement those forces. (Imp.
6.1, 7.1)

S 2.3

Emergency Management Exercises. Conduct
periodic fire related emergency management
exercises with City personnel and surrounding
jurisdictions. (Imp. 1.3, 7.1)

S 3 Existing and New Development and Redevelopment. All
existing and new development and redevelopment address
the provision of fire protection in a proactive and
preventative manner.
S 3.1

Safety Standards. Continue to regularly update
and enforce the City's building and fire codes to
reflect the highest and best available standards
for fire safety design as well as recommendations
set forth by the "Fire Wise" assessment and Joint
Wildland Interface Task Force. (Imp. 2.4)

S 3.2

Impacts of New Development.
Assess the
impacts of significant increases in development
density and intensity, and subsequent impacts
on traffic congestion, water infrastructure
capacity, fire hazards, and emergency response
times. (Imp. 2.1, 2.2)

S 3.3

Fire Protection Services.
Require that new
development and re-development of structures
provide adequate fire safety features and
responder access so as not to cause a reduction
of fire protection services below acceptable,
safe levels. (Imp. 2.4)
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Goals and Policies
S 3.4

Fire Department Access. Design private and
public access drives and roadways to preserve
and maintain Fire Department access to
properties. (Imp. 2.4)

S 3.5

Fire Protection for New and Existing Buildings.
Require all new residential and commercial
buildings, all substantial renovations, and all
existing buildings having five-stories or exceeding
a height of 55-feet, to be equipped with an
automatic fire extinguishing system. (Imp. 2.4)

S 3.6

Retrofit
Existing
Building
and
Related
Infrastructure. Ensure that the needs to protect
the most critical essential public facilities and
related infrastructure from climate change
hazards such as temporary inundation due to
inland flooding, increased wind/storm events, an
increase in high heat days, and/or wildfire are
considered at the time at which retrofitting or
expansion projects are undertaken.

S 3.7

Fuel Modification Standards.
Enforce a
prohibition on the planting of certain vegetation
that are considered to be undesirable and
invasive due to their physical or chemical
characteristics related to flammability risk on
private properties in the Very High Fire Hazard
Severity Zone (VHFHSZ), and encourage
compliance with this standard in all other areas
of the City.

S 3.8

Code Compliance. Ensure all new development
and/or redevelopment within the Local
Responsibility Area (LRA) and Very High Fire
Hazard Severity Zone (VHFHSZ) will comply with all
local ordinance and provisions of the California
Code of Regulations related to Fire Hazard
Reduction Around Buildings and Structures
Regulations for LRAs and VHFHSZs, and the most
current version of the California Building Codes
and California Fire Code.
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Goals and Policies
S 3.9

Required Fire Plans. All new development
located in the Local Responsibility Area (LRA)
and/or Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone
(VHFHSZ) shall be required to provide a sitespecific Fire Protection Plan (FPP) and a Fuel
Modification Plan that address fuel modification
or incorporate open space and other defensible
space areas, as well as multiple points of ingress
and egress before approval.

S 3.10 New Essential Public Facilities. Locate new
essential public facilities, where feasible, outside
of Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zones to ensure
their reliability and accessibility during disasters,
unless the facility is designed to mitigate the
hazard.
S 3.11 Post-Fire Assessment. Directly following a wildfire
disaster, the City shall conduct a post-fire
assessment to identify vulnerabilities and projects
that address vulnerabilities. The goal of the postfire assessment shall be to protect public safety,
enhance access and evacuation, and
reestablish essential functional needs to
communities and ecosystems to minimize
flooding, protect water quality, reduce landslide
and debris flow occurrence, and limit pollution.

S 4 Protection from Flood Hazards. To reduce the potential risk of

flood hazards to human life and public and private property.
S 4.1

Flood Mitigation Design.
Require that new
development incorporate sufficient measures to
mitigate flood hazards, including the design of
onsite drainage systems linking with citywide
storm drainage, gradation of the site so that
runoff does not impact adjacent properties or
structures on the site, and elevation of the
structures above any flooding elevation. (Imp.
2.3, 3.4)

S 4.2

Permeable Surface Area. Require the use of
permeable surfaces for new development and
redevelopment, including alleys and driveways
for residential, commercial, and City properties.
(Imp. 2.1)
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Goals and Policies
S 4.3

Storm Drain Clearance.
Research and
implement new technologies to prevent trash
and debris from entering storm water drains.
(Imp. 3.4)

S 4.4

Hazard Mitigation Action Plan. Ensure that the
City's Hazard Mitigation Action Plan is evaluated
annually and revised every five years, that the
current mitigation strategies addressing flood
hazards are implemented where feasible, and
that effective public outreach and education is
included. (Imp. 1.3, 8.1)

S 4.5

Reservoirs Assessment. Develop and maintain a
program for periodically assessing, monitoring,
and maintaining the structural integrity of
reservoirs. (Imp. 3.2)

S 4.6

Facility Use or Storage of Hazardous Materials.
Require that all new facilities storing, using, or
otherwise involved with substantial quantities of
on-site hazardous materials within flood zones
comply with standards of elevation, anchoring,
and flood proofing, and that hazardous
materials be stored in watertight containers.
(Imp. 1.3, 2.1, 2.4, 3.2)

S 5 Protection from Geologic Hazards. To reduce the known level
of risk to loss of life, personal injury, public and private
property damage, economic and social dislocation, and
disruption of vital community services that would result from
earthquake damage or other geologic disturbance
S 5.1

Safety Standards. Require new development
and redevelopment to be in compliance with
seismic and geologic hazard safety standards,
including design and construction standards that
regulate land use in areas known to have or to
potentially have, significant seismic and/or other
geologic hazards. (Imp. 2.2, 2.4)
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Goals and Policies
S 5.2

Building and Fire Codes. Continue to update the
City's building and fire codes once every three
years, or whenever the State updates the
California building and fire codes, to reflect the
highest and best available standards for seismic
design and performance of buildings and to
conform to State requirements. (Imp. 2.4)

S 5.3

Reinforce Existing Buildings. Continue to require
upgrade of unreinforced masonry (URM)
buildings to address any structural and
nonstructural seismic deficiency of existing
buildings. (Imp. 2.4)

S 5.4

Other Un-reinforced Masonry Buildings. Develop
and implement a program for property owners to
reinforce and strengthen other "at risk" buildings
in the City to minimize loss of life and property
damage in the event of seismic or geologic
hazards. (Imp 1.3, 2.4)

S 5.5

Hazard Mitigation Action Plan. Review and
evaluate annually progress in implementing the
City's Hazard Mitigation Action Plan, and revise
as needed for compliance with local, State and
Federal requirements every five years. Ensure
that mitigation strategies addressing seismic and
geologic hazards are implemented where
feasible, and that effective public outreach and
education is included. (Imp. 1.3)

S 5.6

Assistance Programs.
Develop assistance
programs for senior citizens who own singlefamily homes to seismically retrofit their homes
per current safety standards.
Assistance
programs should include maintaining lists of
approved contractors, outreach to senior
citizens and education efforts. (Imp. 6.1, 8.1)

S 6 Protection from Hazardous Materials. To ensure that the
health, safety and general welfare of residents, visitors and
the overall natural environment is protected to the maximum
extent feasible from harmful exposure to hazardous materials
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Goals and Policies
S 6.1

Inter-jurisdictional Coordination. Continue to
coordinate with and support the Los Angeles
County Certified Unified Program Agency
(CUPA), the Los Angeles County Fire
Department, and their Health & Hazardous
Materials Division (HHMD) in carrying out
inspections, emergency response, enforcement,
and site mitigation oversight of hazardous
materials and waste. (Imp. 7.1)

S 6.2

Hazardous Waste Collection. Conduct frequent
and convenient household hazardous waste
round-ups. (Imp. 6.1, 7.1)

S 6.3

Educate Residents and Businesses. Educate
residents and businesses on methods of reducing
or eliminating use of hazardous materials, using
safer non-toxic equivalents and proper disposal
of household hazardous materials such as
medications, batteries and e-waste. (Imp. 8.1)

S 6.4

Hazardous Materials Regulation. Enforce current
laws requiring all users, producers, and
transporters of hazardous materials and waste to
clearly identify the materials that they store, use,
produce, or transport, and to notify the
appropriate City, county, State, and federal
agencies in the event of a violation. (Imp. 7.1,
7.2)

S 6.5

Known Areas of Contamination.
Require
proponents of projects in known areas of
contamination from oil operations or other uses
to perform comprehensive soil and groundwater
contamination assessments at their expense, in
accordance with American Society for Testing
and Materials standards, and if contamination
exceeds regulatory action levels require the
proponent
to
undertake
remediation
procedures prior to grading and development
under the supervision of the Los Angeles County
Environmental
Health
Division,
County
Department of Toxic Substances Control, or
Regional
Water
Quality
Control
Board
(depending upon the nature of the identified
contamination). (Imp. 7.1, 7.2)
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Goals and Policies
S 6.6

Siting of Sensitive Uses. For uses that generate or
use
hazardous
materials,
develop and
implement strict land use controls, performance
standards, and structure design standards,
including development setbacks from sensitive
uses such as schools, hospitals, day care facilities,
elder care facilities, residential uses, and other
sensitive uses. (Imp. 2.2)

S 7 Preparation for Natural or Manmade Disasters. A city that
has a strengthened and maximized potential to prepare for,
mitigate against, respond to, and recover from natural or
human-induced disasters and multi-disasters, and to minimize
the loss of life and damage to life, property, and the
environment.
S 7.1

Emergency Operations Center. Maintain the
Emergency Operations Center (EOC), ensuring
that the City has a functional EOC that meets
Federal and State guidelines. (Imp. 1.3, 6.1)

S 7.2

Emergency Operations Plan.
Review and
update the City's Emergency Operations Plan on
an annual basis and submit the plan to the State
for approval every five years. (Imp. 1.3)

S 7.3

Hazard Mitigation Action Plan. Review and
evaluate annually for progress in implementing
the City's Hazard Mitigation Action Plan, and
revise as needed for compliance with local,
State and Federal requirements every five years.
Submit the plan to the State for approval every
five years. Ensure that effective public outreach
and education, including efforts to reach at-risk
populations, are a component of the plan. (Imp.
1.3)

S 7.4

Emergency Funding.
Review and update
regularly plans and procedures that allow the
City to declare a disaster area and receive its fair
share of Federal and State emergency funds in
the event of a serious emergency or disaster.
(Imp. 1.3, 4.2)
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Goals and Policies
S 7.5

Joint Effort in Emergency/Disaster Management.
Ensure that emergency disaster management is
the mutual responsibility of all City Departments
and a variety of stakeholders, including the
Citizen Corp Program, Beverly Hills Unified School
District, private schools, local residents, and the
business community. (Imp. 7.1, 7.3)

S 7.6

Mutual Aid Systems. Maintain participation in
local, regional, State, and national mutual aid
systems. (Imp. 1.3, 7.1)

S 7.7

Emergency Drills and Exercises.
Conduct
emergency drills and exercises throughout the
City to test the effectiveness of emergency
operation plans.
Collaborate with other
agencies, jurisdictions, and stakeholders on a
regular basis. (Imp. 1.3)

S 7.8

Emergency Management Systems Training.
Conduct training sessions using Incident
Command System (ICS), State Emergency
Management System (SEMS) and National
Incident Management System (NIMS) to ensure
that all staff are familiar with these systems and
other relevant plans consistent with their role as
disaster service workers. (Imp. 1.3, 7.1)

S 7.9

Training and Equipment. Ensure that all law
enforcement, fire, health, and emergency
agencies of the City are trained and equipped
for emergency awareness and operations in the
event of a terrorist attack. (Imp. 1.3, 6.1, 7.1)

S 7.10 Funding for Training Programs. Pursue funding in
support of inter-agency training. (Imp. 4.2, 4.3)
S 7.11 Public Notification and Evacuation. Ensure that
the City's emergency preparedness plans
provide for efficient and orderly notification and
evacuation on a citywide basis. (Imp. 1.3, 8.1)
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Goals and Policies
S 7.12 Public Education Programs. Sponsor and support
public education programs pertaining to
emergency disaster preparedness, mitigation
response,
and
recovery
protocols
and
procedures.
Distribute
information
to
stakeholders, residents, businesses, communitybase organizations, faith-based organizations,
schools, businesses and other groups. (Imp. 8.1)
S 7.13 Risk Assessment of Critical Facilities. Perform a
risk assessment of critical City facilities, and
perform upgrades as necessary to improve
security levels, including Information Technology
infrastructure such as communication, "smart
city" infrastructure improvements, and disaster
recovery capability. (Imp. 1.3)
S 7.14 Post-disaster Reconstruction. Participate in the
development of programs and procedures that
emphasize coordination between appropriate
public agencies and private entities to remove
debris and promote rapid reconstruction
following a disaster event. (Imp. 1.3, 7.1, 7.2)
S 7.15 Disaster Technology Communication Systems.
Evaluate and upgrade as necessary the
technology and communication systems that first
responders and others use to coordinate disaster
response.
Coordinate communications with
Beverly Hills Unified School District, regional, State
and Federal entities. (Imp. 1.3, 7.1, 7.2)
S 7.16 Prepare a Climate Action and Adaptation Plan.
Create climate action and adaptation plan that
identifies strategies to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions and to prepare and mitigate the
impacts resulting from climate change.

…
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Amendments
Date

Resolution

Description

March 6, 1976

76-R-5427

Adoption of Safety element

March 7, 1975

75-R-5326

Adoption of Seismic Safety element

January 12, 2010

10-R-12725

Broad range of amendments updating
the element to include local desires
and State requirements. Amendment
merged the Seismic Safety element
into the Safety element

November 15, 2011 11-R-12845

Adding the August 17, 2010 Hazard
Mitigation Plan

May 10, 2022

Broad range of amendments updating
the
element,
including
the
incorporation of the Local Hazard
Mitigation Action Plan 2017-2022, input
from advisory boards, and State
requirements such as the Climate
Vulnerability Assessment.

22-R-13407

…
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City of Beverly Hills - Climate Vulnerability Assessment
Climate change is a global phenomenon that may affect each community differently. In recognition of this,
Senate Bill 379, Land Use: General Plan: Safety Element (Jackson, 2015) requires “a city or county to adopt
a comprehensive, long-term general plan that includes various elements, including, among others, a
safety element for the protection of the community from unreasonable risks associated with the effects
of various geologic hazards, flooding, and wildland and urban fires.” 1 Thus, a city or county’s safety
element is to be reviewed and updated as necessary to address applicable climate adaptation and
resiliency strategies, including a set of goals, policies, and objectives based on a vulnerability assessment.
A Climate Vulnerability Assessment (CVA) serves as the foundation for the Safety Element’s Update and
Climate Change section, as described in the State’s General Plan Guidelines (2017). 2 This CVA is also
designed to meet the requirements set forth in the Board of Forestry and Fire Protection’s June 2020
General Plan Safety Element Assessment. 3
Based on guidance from the California Governor’s Office of Emergency Services (Cal OES) California
Adaptation Planning Guide (APG) 4 and the Southern California Climate Adaptation Planning Guide 5 the
following five steps must be completed to assess the vulnerability of the City of Beverly Hills (City) to the
effects of climate change:
1. Exposure – Identify the climate change effects a community will experience.
2. Sensitivity – Identify the key community structures, functions, and populations that are
potentially susceptible to each climate change exposure.
3. Potential Impacts – Analyze how climate change exposure will affect the community structures,
functions, and populations (impacts). Adjust the impact assessment to account for uncertainty,
timing, and adaptive capacity.
4. Adaptive Capacity – Evaluate the community’s current ability to address the projected impacts.
5. Vulnerability Scoring – Determine and rank potential impacts and adaptive capacity.

1

2
3
4

5

Senate
Bill
No.
379,
Approved
by
Governor
October
8,
2015.
Available
at
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=201520160SB379. Accessed November 4,
2021.
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research (OPR), General Plan 2017 Guidelines. Available at
https://opr.ca.gov/docs/OPR_COMPLETE_7.31.17.pdf. Accessed November 4, 2021.
California Board of Forestry and Fire Protection, General Plan Safety Element Assessment, June 2020. Available at
https://bof.fire.ca.gov/media/10117/ada-safety-element-assessment-2020.docx. Accessed November 4, 2021.
Governor’s Office of Emergency Services, California Adaptation Planning Guide, March 2020 Final Public Review
https://www.caloes.ca.gov/HazardMitigationSite/Documents/APG2-FINAL-PRDraft.
Available
at
DRAFTAccessible.pdf. Accessed November 4, 2021.
Southern California Association of Government (SCAG), Southern California Climate Adaptation Planning Guide,
https://scag.ca.gov/sites/main/files/fileOctober
2020.
Available
at
attachments/socaladaptationplanningguide_oct2020_0.pdf. Accessed November 4, 2021.
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Each of these steps is described in detail below. Data for this CVA was collected from sources including
the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cal-Adapt
California’s Fourth Climate Change Assessment, 2018 6
Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) Southern California Climate Adaptation
Planning Guide, 2020
City of Beverly Hills Local Hazard Mitigation Action Plan 2017-2022
A Wildfire Assessment Report for Beverly Hills, July 27, 2021 7, and
City of Beverly Hills Integrated Water Resources Master Plan, November 2020.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Based on guidance from the State’s Office of Planning and Research’s California Adaptation Planning
Guide, the City identified ten climate-related effects and hazards applicable to the City of Beverly Hills: air
quality, precipitation changes, flooding, severe rainstorms, extreme weather, Santa Ana winds, landslides,
extreme heat days, cooling degree days and wildfire. In alignment with the California Adaptation Planning
Guide, the City identified the risk that certain structures (e.g., residential, government, institutional),
functions (e.g., government continuity, public safety, food security), and populations (e.g., seniors,
individuals with disabilities, low-income) (collectively, the assets) may face from climate change impacts.
Following SCAG’s suggested approach, impact scores were assigned to each asset for each stressor. Lower
impact scores indicate the asset will incur limited damage or operational interruptions due to the climate
change effects. Based on the City’s adopted policies, programs, and ordinances, adaptive capacity scores
were assigned to each asset. A higher adaptive capacity score is assigned to those assets and populations
that can adapt with little or no effort, while a lower adaptive capacity score is assigned to solutions that
are expensive, technologically difficult, politically unpopular, or require widespread lifestyle changes.
Each impact score and adaptive capacity score are combined, resulting in a vulnerability score ranging
from V0 (low) to V5 (high). For the ten climate change effects studied, vulnerability scores ranged from
V0 to V3. For example, extreme weather garnered a V0 due to the high adaptive capacity and the slow
rate at which extreme weather will occur. Adapting to a change in the average local rainfall, the risk of
flooding, and the risk to infrastructure from severe storms each garnered a vulnerability score of V1,
implying that the current policies, plans, and ordinances are adequate to address these risks. Risks from
degrading air quality, the increase in drought and resultant threat to water supply, the risk to sensitive
populations from severe storms, the increased potential of landslides, and impacts from increasing
temperature changes earned a vulnerability score of V2, implying that the current plans, policies, and
ordinances exist as solutions but may still threaten sensitive populations and assets.

6
7

OPR, State of California Energy Commission, and California Natural Resources Agency, California’s Fourth Climate
Change Assessment, 2018. Available at https://www.climateassessment.ca.gov/. Accessed November 4, 2021.
Wildfire DefenseWorks, A Wildfire Assessment Report for Beverly Hills, July 27, 2021. Available at

www.beverlyhills.org/cbhfiles/storage/files/18691474021044163244/BeverlyHillsWildfireAssessmentV6.0F
INAL7-27-2021.pdf. Accessed December 27, 2021.
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The risk of wildfires earned a vulnerability score of V3, in agreement with the City’s wildfire assessment
report which states “wildfires remain one of the most complex of all natural disasters.” 8 While the City
has performed comprehensive reviews and assessments of fire risks, and implemented numerous plans,
policies, and ordinances to address these risks, the City’s vulnerability to wildfire impacts remains
relatively high, requiring additional prioritization of City efforts.

1. EXPOSURE – What climate change effects will the community experience?
Climate change affects communities all around the world regardless of their contribution to this
phenomenon. Jurisdictions across California are expected to experience different climate change effects
to varying degrees based on geography, density of urban development, and environmental factors.
Table 1: Climate-Related Effects and Hazards Potentially Applicable to Beverly Hills below, based on
guidance from the California Adaptation Planning Guide, identifies the direct effects of climate change
and the associated secondary effects potentially applicable to Beverly Hills. Each of the six is discussed in
detail below.
Table 1: Climate-Related Effects and Hazards Potentially Applicable to Beverly Hills
Secondary Hazard

Primary Hazard
Air quality

Public health effects

Precipitation changes

Snowpack loss, drought, subsidence

Flooding (riverine)

Flooding, erosion, mud- or land- slides

Severe storms and extreme weather
Temperature changes - warming

Intense rainstorms, severe wind, flood, lightning, hail
Extreme heat/heat waves

Wildfire

Erosion, landslide

Source: Adapted from OPR’s California Adaptation Planning Guide, June 2020
Note:
Due to the City’s inland location, potential hazards such as sea level rise, storm surge, hurricane, ocean acidification,
and hypoxia are not listed as potentially applicable climate-related effects and hazards. Due to the City’s urbanized
nature, agricultural distress, pests, and disease are not listed as potential hazards. Due to the relatively low topography
of the City, avalanche is also not considered a potential hazard.

The projection of the likelihood, timing, and severity of these primary and secondary hazards to impact
the City is based on the trajectory of greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations in the Earth’s atmosphere,
commonly referred to as Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs). RCPs represent a combination
of the historical data and estimates of concentrations through 2100, based on a set of formulated human
behaviors. The pathways describe different climate futures, all of which are considered possible
depending on the volume of GHGs emitted in the years to come. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) adopted a number of RCPs in its latest assessment, and SCAG, in its recent guidance 9, chose
to focus on three RCPs representing a reasonable range of outcomes, as follows:

8
9

Wildfire DefenseWorks, A Wildfire Assessment Report for Beverly Hills, page 65.
SCAG, Southern California Climate Adaptation Planning Guide.
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1. A low emissions scenario (RCP2.6) – this represents an aggressive emissions reduction scenario
that assumes global greenhouse gas emissions will be significantly curtailed. RCP 2.6 most closely
corresponds to the aspirational goals of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change 2015 Paris Agreement.
2. A medium emissions scenario (RCP4.5) – this represents a mitigation scenario where global
greenhouse gas emissions peak by 2040 and then decrease for the rest of the century.
3. A high emissions scenario (RCP8.5) – this represents a “business-as-usual” scenario where global
greenhouse gas emissions continue to rise throughout the 21st century.
Because the RCP2.6 scenario depends on substantive changes in the current set of world-wide policies,
regulations, and behaviors, it is considered unlikely, and therefore not especially helpful in a climate
vulnerability assessment. This CVA will rely primarily on RCP8.5, the high emissions scenario, in alignment
with OPR’s recommendation that agencies use RCP8.5 when considering impacts through 2050 because
there are minimal differences between the low and high emissions scenarios through the first half of the
century.10 When available and illustrative, the RCP4.5 scenario may be shown for additional context.

1.1

Air Quality

The City is located in Los Angeles County, which lies in the western portion of the South Coast Air Basin
(Basin). As such, the air quality of the region is under the jurisdiction of the South Coast Air Quality
Management District (SCAQMD), tasked with setting regulations to ensure that the Basin obtain and
maintain the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) and continue progress towards meeting
the more stringent California Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAAQS).
Despite considerable progress in reducing ground level concentrations in the Basin, Los Angeles County
continues to experience high levels of ozone (O3) and particulate matter (PM), which according to the
California Air Resources Board (CARB), can result in the following health impacts: 11,12
Ozone can damage the tissues of the respiratory tract, causing inflammation and irritation, and
result in symptoms such as coughing, chest tightness and worsening of asthma symptoms.
Specifically, inhalation of ozone causes inflammation and irritation of the tissues lining human
airways, causing and worsening a variety of symptoms. Exposure to ozone can reduce the volume
of air that the lungs breathe in and cause shortness of breath. Ozone in sufficient doses increases
the permeability of lung cells, rendering them more susceptible to toxins and microorganisms.
The occurrence and severity of health effects from ozone exposure vary widely among individuals,
even when the dose and the duration of exposure are the same.

OPR, Planning and Investing for a Resilient California: A Guidebook for State Agencies, 2019, page 19. Available at
http://opr.ca.gov/docs/20180313-Building_a_Resilient_CA.pdf. Accessed November 4, 2021.
11
California Air Resources Board (CARB), Health & Environmental Effects of Ozone. Available at
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/fact-sheets/health-effects-ozone. Accessed November 4, 2021.
12
CARB,
Inhalable
Particulate
Matter
and
Health
(PM2.5
and
PM10).
Available
at
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/inhalable-particulate-matter-and-health. Accessed November 4, 2021.
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Ozone exposure reduces the overall productivity of plants, damaging cells and causing destruction
of leaf tissue. As a result, ozone exposure reduces the plants’ ability to photosynthesize and
produce their own food. Plants respond by growing more leaves thereby reducing the amounts
of stored carbohydrates in roots and stems. This weakens plants, making them susceptible to
disease, pests, cold and drought. Ozone also reduces crop and timber yields, resulting in millions
of dollars in economic losses. Additionally, ozone disturbs the stability of ecosystems, leading to
sensitive species dying out. Furthermore, ozone exposure reduces the production of roots, seeds,
fruit and other plant constituents, reducing the amount of food available for wildlife.
A number of adverse health impacts have been associated with exposure to both PM2.5 and
PM10. 13 For PM2.5, short-term exposures (up to 24-hours duration), have been associated with
premature mortality, increased hospital admissions for heart or lung causes, acute and chronic
bronchitis, asthma attacks, emergency room visits, respiratory symptoms, and restricted activity
days. These adverse health effects have been reported primarily in infants, children, and older
adults with preexisting heart or lung diseases. In addition, of all of the common air pollutants,
PM2.5 is associated with the greatest proportion of adverse health effects related to air pollution,
both in the United States and world-wide based on the World Health Organization’s Global
Burden of Disease Project.
Short-term exposures to PM10 have been associated primarily with worsening of respiratory
diseases, including asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), leading to
hospitalization and emergency department visits. Long-term (months to years) exposure to PM2.5
has been linked to premature death, particularly in people who have chronic heart or lung
diseases, and reduced lung function growth in children. The effects of long-term exposure to
PM10 are less clear, although several studies suggest a link between long-term PM10 exposure
and respiratory mortality. The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) published
a review in 2015 that concluded that particulate matter in outdoor air pollution causes lung
cancer.
PM can adversely affect ecosystems, including plants, soil and water through deposition of PM
and its subsequent uptake by plants or its deposition into water where it can affect water quality
and clarity. The metal and organic compounds in PM have the greatest potential to alter plant
growth and yield. PM deposition on surfaces leads to soiling of materials. Particulate matter has
been shown in many scientific studies to reduce visibility, and also to adversely affect climate,
ecosystems and materials. PM, primarily PM2.5, affects visibility by altering the way light is
absorbed and scattered in the atmosphere. With reference to climate change, some constituents
of the ambient PM mixture promote climate warming (e.g., black carbon), while others have a

13

PM with a diameter of 10 microns or less (PM10) are inhalable into the lungs and can induce adverse health effects.
Fine particulate matter is defined as particles that are 2.5 microns or less in diameter (PM2.5). Therefore, PM2.5
comprises a portion of PM10.
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cooling influence (e.g., nitrate and sulfate), and so ambient PM has both climate warming and
cooling properties.
Changes in climate can result in impacts to local air quality. Ozone is not emitted directly, rather it is
formed when emissions of oxides of nitrogen (primarily from the combustion of fossil fuels) and reactive
organic gases (from evaporative sources such as gasoline, solvents, paints, and other consumer and
industrial products and processes) react in the presence of sunlight. Thus, it is widely recognized that
atmospheric warming associated with climate change has the potential to increase ground-level ozone
formation. Locally, this threatens the ability of the Basin to obtain the applicable ozone NAAQS and CAAQS
under the business-as-usual (BAU) (RCP8.5) scenario.
PM is caused both by natural and anthropomorphic activities; it is emitted directly from sources (such as
earth moving, smokestacks, and fires) and also forms secondarily in the atmosphere when gases and
aerosols combine (from sources such as power plants, industries and automobiles). According to the
United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), the impact of climate change on PM is less
certain, but research is underway to address these uncertainties. Climate change, such as decreasing
precipitation and increasing wildfires, can result in higher emission of PM into the atmosphere.
The SCAQMD maintains a network of 39 air pollutant monitoring stations throughout the Basin, 17 of
which are In Los Angeles County. PM is monitored at only four stations in the County year-round (and thus
used for regulatory purposes); these locations were purposefully selected because these are areas with
higher levels of sources and activities that emit PM, such as central Los Angeles, south central Los Angeles,
the port communities, and west San Fernando Valley. None of the monitors are located near Beverly Hills.

1.2

Precipitation Changes

Beverly Hills, like most of the Los Angeles subregion, is a combination of Mediterranean and semi-arid
climates, characterized by mild-to-hot, dry summers and mild-to-warm, wet winters. The average
precipitation observed in Beverly Hills between 1950 and 2005 was 19.2 inches with a high of 44.1 inches
and a low of 5.4 inches. 14
As presented in Figure 1, local annual levels of precipitation are not anticipated to change drastically for
the City. It is projected that the average precipitation in Beverly Hills from 2022 to 2050 will increase
slightly to 20.6 inches, but would increase slightly to 21.4 inches in the 2051 to 2099 time frame under
the RCP8.5 scenario.15 Changes in annual precipitation of these minimal ranges alone are not expected to
pose much risk to the built or human environment. The role of changing precipitation amounts and

Cal-Adapt, Annual Averages. Available at https://cal-adapt.org/tools/annual-averages/. Accessed November 4,
2021.
15
Cal-Adapt, Annual Averages.
14
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patterns in expanding the extent or geographic distribution of vector-born disease is not clearly
understood at this time. 16

Figure 1: Annual Average Precipitation
However, much of the subregion’s potable water supply is provided by importing water originating from
the Colorado River or the State Water Project (San-Joaquin River Delta). 17 The Metropolitan Water District
(MWD) has declared a water alert due to 0 percent allocation from the State Water Project in 2021,
combined with the Colorado River’s dwindling reservoirs and the State’s drought. 18 However, MWD has

Vicki Kramer, PhD, Impact of Climate Change on Vector-Borne Diseases. Available at
https://oehha.ca.gov/media/downloads/climate-change/document-presentation/13humankramer.pdf.
Accessed November 4, 2021.
17
City of Beverly Hills, 2020 Urban Water Management Plan, July 2021, page 6-3. Available at
https://www.beverlyhills.org/cbhfiles/storage/files/1228820328661696592/BeverlyHillsFINAL2020UWMP_July_
2021.pdf. Accessed November 10, 2021.
18
Desert Sun, Colorado River water shortage declared for first time; California could see cuts by 2024, August 16,
2021. Available at https://www.desertsun.com/story/news/environment/2021/08/16/colorado-river-watershortage-declared-california-could-face-cuts-2024/8155692002/. Accessed November 11, 2021.
16
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sufficient storage capacity and was not anticipated to affect Beverly Hills in 2021. In addition, Beverly Hills
will begin producing local groundwater in 2022 to reduce dependence on MWD in the near- and longterm. In addition, the City’s water conservation program will continue to reduce water inefficiencies and
reduce the City’s overall demand. According to Cal-Adapt, a climate change induced decline in the
northern Sierra Nevada of 32 percent in snow water equivalence by 2050 and 77 percent by 2099 is
anticipated, and declines in the southern Sierra Nevada of up to 10 percent and up to 40 percent by 2050
and 2099, respectively. Precipitation levels are not expected to change significantly for the Colorado River
Basin. However, as temperatures rise and precipitation levels decrease on a larger geographic scale, the
snowpack volume is expected to drop, potentially resulting in a 9 percent decline in the total flow of the
Colorado River.
Droughts are common in California, and it is widely recognized that dry conditions may be experienced
more regularly in the future given the impact of climate change on California’s snowpack. Currently the
Los Angeles region is classified within the -2 to -5 range of the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI), where
a value of -4 and beyond represents “extreme drought.” 19 Drought can lead to reductions in the quality
and quantity of water, degradation of air quality, increase in agricultural vectors and disease, and
decreases in crop yield. 20 According to the California Department of Public Health, health consequences
of drought may impact the following vulnerable/sensitive populations most: “the elderly, children,
individuals of low socioeconomic status, rural communities, populations living in nursing homes,
hospitalized patients, those who rely on electrical equipment to survive, farmers, and agricultural
workers.” 21

1.3

Flooding

The accumulation of excess water due to increased precipitation or natural water flows has the potential
to result in the flooding of nearby floodplains or low-lying valleys. Floodplains, or areas adjacent to water
bodies, are especially susceptible to flooding hazards. The severity of flooding within a floodplain is
directly related to the capacity and volume of the neighboring body of water or waterway. Flooding within
larger, flatter floodplains occurs more predictably for longer durations.
Although Cal Adapt does not provide emissions-based flooding projections, the City has produced a Local
Hazard Mitigation Action Plan (LHMAP) which outlines the existing flooding risks present in the City. 22
According to the City’s LHMAP, historically, the southeast section of the City was vulnerable to flooding
due to its lower elevation and outdated storm drain system. With completion of the Los Angeles County
WestWideDroughtTracker, California – PDSI. Available at https://wrcc.dri.edu/wwdt/index.php?region=ca.
Accessed November 10, 2021.
20
California Department of Public Health (CDPH), California Building Resilience Against Climate Effects (CalBRACE)
Project. Available at
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/OHE/CDPH%20Document%20Library/CHVIs/Drought_802_Narrative_11-82016.pdf. Accessed November 4, 2021.
21
CDPH, CalBRACE Project, page 1.
22
City of Beverly Hills, Local Hazard Mitigation Action Plan 2017-2022, 2019. Available at
https://www.beverlyhills.org/cbhfiles/storage/files/308161150947855524/BeverlyHillsFinalLHMAP5.29.pdf.
Accessed November 10, 2021.
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Flood Control District’s Holly Hill Storm Drain upgrade project, the risk was downgraded to minimal. 23 It
was therefore determined that the City would no longer be susceptible to flooding conditions and floodrelated damages. 24 Since precipitation is expected to remain fairly consistent, increased flood hazards due
to annual average precipitation is unlikely. While the City’s storm drain system has sufficient capacity to
withstand storm events, the increase in the frequency and intensity of severe rainstorms in the future
(see Section 1.4.1 below), may result in increased risk of localized flooding events.

1.4

Severe Storms and Extreme Weather

California’s Fourth Climate Change Assessment explains that, despite model predictions of only small
changes in average precipitation in the Los Angeles region (of which the City is included), overall, extreme
dry and wet patterns are both expected to increase in the future. Please refer to the discussion of
precipitation changes and droughts in Section 1.2 above. This section also addresses land and mudslides
that may result from severe rain events.
1.4.1

Severe Rainstorms

In southern California, extreme precipitation often arrives via so called “atmospheric rivers,” which the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) defines as “a flowing column of condensed
water vapor in the atmosphere responsible for producing significant levels of rain and snow, especially in
the Western United States.” 25 Further, the NOAA recognizes that atmospheric rivers “that contain the
largest amounts of water vapor and the strongest winds can create extreme rainfall and floods.” 26 Data
presented in California’s Fourth Climate Change Assessment suggests “the frequency of atmospheric river
events may increase in the future, and that the storms themselves will be associated with higher water
vapor transport rates compared to historical conditions.” 27 Please refer to Section 1.3 for discussion of
the change in potential flooding impacts that could affect the City.
1.4.2

Extreme Weather

In addition to extreme rain events, other severe weather phenomena including strong winds (see
additional discussion under Section 1.4.3), hail, and lightning, may occur with increased frequency. Severe
weather can pose direct hazards resulting in injury or death, damage to buildings, structures,
infrastructure, and trees, fires, and diminished or blocked transportation access. Hail and lightning events
are considered rare in the sub-region and therefore are not discussed further. Extreme weather can lead
to secondary effects, such as wildfires, and can lead to increased fire spread and intensity. According to
the City’s wildfire assessment, “weather has the most significant influence on the local vegetation to

City of Beverly Hills, Local Hazard Mitigation Action Plan 2017-2022, page 18.
City of Beverly Hills, Local Hazard Mitigation Action Plan 2017-2022, page 50.
25
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), What are atmospheric rivers?. Available at
https://www.noaa.gov/stories/what-are-atmospheric-rivers. Accessed November 4, 2021.
26
NOAA, What are atmospheric rivers?
27
OPR, State of California Energy Commission, and California Natural Resources Agency, California’s Fourth Climate
Change
Assessment:
Los
Angeles
Region
Report,
page
14.
Available
at
https://www.energy.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2019-11/Reg%20Report-%20SUM-CCCA4-2018007%20LosAngeles_ADA.pdf. Accessed November 4, 2021.
23
24
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determine its ignition and burning potential…with winds being the single most important weather factor
contributing to fire spread and intensity.” 28
1.4.3

Santa Ana Winds

Between October and April, southern California is susceptible to the unique phenomenon of so called
“Santa Ana Winds.” These dry, hot, offshore winds originate when high pressure sets up over the Great
Basin, combined with low pressure off the southern California coast. Santa Ana winds frequently exceed
40 miles per hour. Theories hypothesize that “warming of interior land masses may weaken the ocean-todesert temperature gradient that partly drives Santa Ana winds.” 29 The Fourth Climate Change
Assessment recognizes the uncertainty in predicted changes to the patterns of Santa Ana winds due to
global climate change, with some models predicting increases and others decreases in the number of
annual events.
1.4.4

Landslides

Weather induced landslides occur when a hillside becomes unstable, caused by severe or persistent rain
events, causing soil and rocks to slide downslope. In some cases, the hillsides can become so saturated
that slope failures result in a mudslide, a mixture of soil and water moving downslope. Unstable hillsides,
such as those denuded of vegetation by wildfires or drought, are at greater risk of land- and mudslides.
The climate change induced increase in rainfall, especially severe rain events, may result in an increase in
landslides and mudslides.
As discussed in the LHMAP, “Due to Beverly Hill’s [sic] steep terrain and geological makeup, the conditions
are right for a landslide. However, historical occurrences have only had a minimal impact on the City.
Therefore, the City is at a medium risk for landslides.” 30 Slope failures were reported in the northern
hillside areas of the City due to heavy rainfalls and soil erosion. The hillside residential development has
also placed additional loads on the subsurface bedrock, which further contributed to the slope failure. As
stated in the LHMAP, no significant or major debris flow resulting from landslides in the northern hillside
area has been recorded in the City, and small debris flows in the past were localized and were cleaned up
by the City’s Public Works crew. While a major landslide in the hillside area would destroy roadway
pavement and limit access to residents in the northern hillside areas, the City is at a minimal risk for
landslides.
The LHMAP provides a map of areas within the City with hillside areas north of Sunset Boulevard that have
potentially unstable hillside slopes, see Figure 2. However, this map does not take into account or predict
future risks of landslides accounting for the effects of climate change.

Wildfire DefenseWorks, A Wildfire Assessment Report for Beverly Hills, page 11.
OPR, State of California Energy Commission, and California Natural Resources Agency, California’s Fourth Climate
Change Assessment: Los Angeles Region Report, page 14.
30
City of Beverly Hills, Local Hazard Mitigation Action Plan 2017-2022, page 185.
28
29
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Figure 2: Landslide Susceptibility
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1.5

Temperature Changes

A rise in temperature has been observed in many Southern California communities including those in Los
Angeles County. According to long-term data (the approximately 12 decades from 1896 to 2015)
presented in California’s Fourth Climate Change Assessment, trends in annual average, maximum, and
minimum temperatures show an increase of 0.16 degree Celsius (equal to 0.29 °F) per decade. 31 Warming
is expected to increase across the region in the coming decades, with interior regions “expected to
experience the highest amounts of warming, up to 10°F in the late-21st century under RCP8.5.” 32
According to Cal-Adapt, the average maximum temperature observed for the City in the years 1950
through 2005 was 70.7 degrees Fahrenheit (°F).
In the projections based on the RCP8.5 scenario, Beverly Hills could experience an average maximum
temperature of 73.6°F during the years 2022-2050. through 2099, the projections for Beverly Hills include
an average maximum temperature of 77.3°F. Figure 3 provides the estimated annual average maximum
temperatures for Beverly Hills in an RCP8.5 scenario. According to the California Office of Environmental
Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) and California Department of Public Health (CDPH), disruptions in
weather patterns due to global climate change, such as warmer spring temperatures and overall increases
in temperatures will “likely alter the distribution and occurrence of West Nile virus, Lyme disease,
hantavirus, and other insect or animal transmitted diseases in California.” 33

OPR, State of California Energy Commission, and California Natural Resources Agency, California’s Fourth Climate
Change Assessment: Los Angeles Region Report, page 9.
32
OPR, State of California Energy Commission, and California Natural Resources Agency, California’s Fourth Climate
Change Assessment: Los Angeles Region Report, page 11.
33
Vicki Kramer, PhD, Impact of Climate Change on Vector-Borne Diseases.
31
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Figure 3: Annual Average Maximum Temperature
1.5.1

Extreme Heat Days

According to California’s Fourth Climate Change Assessment, “[t]he intensity and frequency of extreme
heat are also projected to increase over the LA region.” 34 Extreme heat days are defined as a day in a year
when the daily maximum temperature on any day in April through October exceeds the 98th historical
percentile of maximum temperatures between 1961 and 1990. 35 According to Cal-Adapt, for Beverly Hills,
the extreme heat temperature threshold is 90.9 °F. 36 The average number of extreme heat days observed
for the City in the years 1950 through 2005 was 4 days per year. In the RCP8.5 high emissions scenario,
Beverly Hills is projected to experience 7 extreme heat days per year between the years 2022 and 2050.
Figure 4 provides the estimated number of extreme heat days for the City in an RCP8.5 scenario. This is a
3-day increase from the annual extreme heat days observed during the years 1950 to 2005. Models

OPR, State of California Energy Commission, and California Natural Resources Agency, California’s Fourth Climate
Change Assessment: Los Angeles Region Report, page 11.
35
Cal-Adapt, Extreme Heat. Available at https://cal-adapt.org/tools/extreme-heat/. Accessed November 4, 2021.
36
Ibid.
34
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predict the number of extreme heat days in Beverly Hills may rise to 19 per year in the 2051 – 2099
timeframe.
An increase in extreme heat days can correlate with an overall increase in temperature. Further, the
heightened frequency of extreme heat days can pose a risk to sensitive communities such as homeless
residents, senior citizens, and people with disabilities. This would create a greater reliance on high energy
demand electrical equipment such air conditioning. The increased use of these would impact the demands
in the state’s power grid and could increase the risk of blackout events.

Figure 4: Number of Extreme Heat Days by Year
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1.5.2

Cooling Degree Days

A goal of the Southern California Climate Adaptation Planning Guide is to ensure that infrastructure and
built systems can withstand changing conditions and shocks, including changes in climate, while
continuing to provide essential services. 37 The City recognizes that most of the built environment within
the City is capable of withstanding many natural hazards due to the added safety resulting from advances
in building design and construction. 38 Nonetheless, even small increases in average temperatures and in
the number of extreme heat days can lead to sharp increases in utility demand to cool buildings. A helpful
measure of this demand is the Cooling Degree Day (CDD), which, according to Cal-Adapt, is defined as the
number of degrees by which a daily average temperature exceeds a reference temperature (typically 65
°F). 39 Figure 5 presents the CDD for Beverly Hills, showing an increase from 582 CDDs from 1950 – 2005,
to 1,024 CDDs projected for 2021 to 2050, and up to 1,927 CDDS in the 2051 to 2099 period under the
RCP8.5 scenario. For additional context, under the RCP4.5 scenario, these would range from 928 (for the
years 2021 to 2050) to 1,318 (for 2051 to 2099).

Figure 5: Cooling Degree Days
Southern California Association of Government (SCAG), Southern California Climate Adaptation Planning Guide,
page 51.
38
City of Beverly Hills, Local Hazard Mitigation Action Plan 2017-2022, page 31.
39
The reference temperature loosely represents an average daily temperature below which space cooling (e.g., air
conditioning) is not needed.
37
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1.6

Wildfire

Across California, wildfire season typically runs between late summer to early spring, but the California
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CalFire) reports that fires are starting earlier and ending later
with each passing year. Intense dry seasons, warmer spring and summer temperatures, reduced
snowpack, and earlier snowmelt make forests and vegetation more susceptible to wildfires. CalFire
estimates the length of fire season had increased by 75 days in 2020. Natural events such as warm and
dry Santa Ana winds, which typically occur in early fall, further increase the growth of fires and threat to
the urban areas of Southern California. Locally, during Santa Ana winds, the steep slopes and deep
canyons located north of Sunset Boulevard “can funnel the wind in a more forceful manner, adding to a
fire’s speed and intensity”. 40
According to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), during 2011-2015, fire departments
throughout the United States responded to an estimated average of 306,000 brush, grass, and forest fires
per year. 41 According to the Global Institute of Sustainable Forestry at Yale University, taxpayers spent
more than $1.6 billion to combat more than 88,400 fires nationwide. 42 Many of these fires burned in
wildland urban interface (WUI) areas and exceeded the fire suppression capabilities of those areas.
According to the LHMAP, approximately 1,620 parcels with an estimated valuation of at least $2.1 billion
are located in a VHFHSZ. Wildfires present a substantial hazard to life and property in communities built
within or adjacent to hillside and mountainous areas. Those areas most susceptible to a large and
destructive wildland/urban interface fire include the areas north of Sunset Boulevard, extending north to
the City limits. 43
Figure 6 shows that the northern portion of the City (north of Sunset Boulevard) falls within the Very High
Fire Hazard Severity Zone (VHFHSZ) for a Local Responsibility Area (LRA), but not within a State
Responsibility Area (SRA). As structures are built within the VHFHSZs adjacent to the WUI areas, which is
the transition area between unoccupied land and human development, fires will become an increasing
problem for fire departments, per the U.S. Fire Administration. 44 Additionally, according to CalFire,
Wildland Urban Interface is a condition when structures abut wildland areas and therefore have a greater
potential for house-to-house ignition. Land located within the VHFHSZ consists of areas north of Sunset
Boulevard and includes areas with Single-Family Residential Low Density zoning designations. Given these
concerns, the City has historically taken proactive measures to reduce the risk of wildfires, including the
thinning and maintenance of street trees, educating the public and residents on methods to reduce
wildfire risk to their homes, and has received recognition from the Firewise USA program in 2005. 45 The
Wildfire DefenseWorks, A Wildfire Assessment Report for Beverly Hills, page 10.
National Fire Protection Assocation (NFPA), Brush, Grass, and Forest Fires, September 2018. Available at
https://www.nfpa.org//-/media/Files/News-and-Research/Fire-statistics-andreports/WUI/osbrushgrassforest.pdf. Accessed December 27, 2021.
42
Morton et al, Assessing the Environmental, Social, and Economic Impacts of Wildfire, May 2003. Available at
https://yff.yale.edu/sites/default/files/files/wildfire_report(1).pdf. Accessed December 27, 2021.
43
City of Beverly Hills, Local Hazard Mitigation Action Plan 2017-2022, page 130.
44
U.S. Fire Administration, What is the WUI? Available at https://www.usfa.fema.gov/wui/what-is-the-wui.html.
Accessed November 10, 2021.
45
Wildfire DefenseWorks, A Wildfire Assessment Report for Beverly Hills, page 44.
40
41
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City has also completed Phase 1 of the Urban Forest Management Plan (UFMP), which inventories the age
and fire hazard of some trees and offers recommendations for maintenance and long-term replacement
for such trees. The City has prepared a Wildfire Assessment, which assesses the specific wildfire risks for
the City, and provides additional recommendations to reduce risks in the VHFHSZ. These methods include
the use of ember-resistant materials, since embers are the primary cause of structure ignitions.

Figure 6: Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zones
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2. SENSITIVITY – What aspects of the community will be affected?
Sensitivity refers to the risk that certain structures, functions, and populations may face from climate
change-impacts. In alignment with the California Adaptation Planning Guide, this step identifies the levels
to which a species, natural system, or community, government, etc., would be affected by climate
changes. 46 The next step in the process evaluates how the impacts may occur and how severe they may
be.

2.1

Structures

Climate change-related impacts may affect the integrity of structures or buildings depending on, but not
limited to the age, location, and materials used in the resource. The structures at risk include those which
may pose a direct threat to the community, as well as those which may threaten the environment,
economy, and current livelihood of the City. The California Adaptation Planning Guide recommends
evaluating the potential risk to non-traditional “structures” such as parks and open spaces, and historic,
cultural, and natural resource areas as part of this category.
Residential

Parks and Open Space

Commercial

Recreational Facilities

Industrial

Transportation Facilities
and Infrastructure

Government
Institutional (schools, churches,
hospitals, prisons, etc.)

Marine Facilities
Communication
Infrastructure

Dikes and Levees
Water Treatment Plan and
Delivery Infrastructure
Wastewater Collection
Infrastructure

There are no marine facilities, dikes, or levees within the City. Therefore, these structures are not
addressed as part of this assessment.
The following is an example of the type of structures that are considered sensitive to climate change:
•
•
•
•
•
•

46

Residential neighborhoods and communities, especially those in the hillside areas north of Sunset
Boulevard.
City of Beverly Hills City Hall, Fire Stations, Police Department, Emergency & Disaster Offices, and
other municipal structures.
Hospitals and other medical care facilities.
Roxbury Park, La Cienega Park, and other recreational facilities.
The City’s main access roads and arterial roadways (Sunset, Wilshire, Santa Monica, and Olympic
Boulevards).
The City’s water distribution and wastewater conveyance systems.

Governor’s Office of Emergency Services, California Adaptation Planning Guide, March 2020 Final Public Review
Draft, page 151.
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Transportation Systems

Transportation systems serve to move residents and visitors through the City as efficiently as possible and
are critical in the event of a climate emergency for evacuation purposes. Roads, highways, railways, public
transportation, and overpasses may be affected by climate change. There are no highways or overpasses
in the City. There are several major arterials, all of which serve as major corridors for the City to other
areas in the region: Sunset Boulevard, Wilshire Boulevard, North and South Santa Monica Boulevard, La
Cienega Boulevard, Burton Way, and Olympic Boulevards. Vehicular impacts may inhibit residents and
visitors from accessing safety and resources. Transportation infrastructure in the subregion is vulnerable
to extreme heat, flooding, and wildfire. The City’s General Plan Circulation Element, in Appendix A: Bicycle
Master Plan, identifies a 22-mile bikeway system proposed to connect schools, parks, and other public or
semi-public facilities with residential neighborhoods. The proposed bikeway system would also connect
into systems proposed by the adjoining jurisdictions and Los Angeles County. Bikeways provide local
opportunities for cyclists and regional connections which may be affected by climate change such as, but
not limited to: precipitation, extreme heat days, and/or wildfires.
Utility Systems

The City owns, operates, and maintains the water system within the City’s service area. The water system
includes storage reservoirs, pump stations, groundwater wells, pipelines, and the Foothill Water
Treatment Plant (WTP). The City owns, operates, and maintains the sewer system, but discharges all
wastewater to the City of Los Angeles’s system which is conveyed to the Hyperion Water Reclamation
Plant near the Los Angeles International (LAX) Airport. The City’s system conveys sewer flow generated
outside the City boundary, primarily flows from the City of Los Angeles and the City of West Hollywood. 47
The City of Beverly Hills is also served by water, wastewater, energy, and communication services which
may be overwhelmed or damaged during a climate change event. The City’s Conservation Element of the
General Plan identifies energy resources available to the City, which include natural gas supplied by
Southern California Gas Company and electricity supplied by Southern California Edison (SCE). Extreme
heat days or wildfire risks may result in temporary energy blackouts which may prevent the community
from accessing air conditioning and cooling services.

2.2

Functions

The climate change effects expected to impact the City have the potential to affect the function types
indicated below. Critical emergency response functions, which may include, but are not limited to:
emergency services, medical care, firefighting, property protection, public safety, and government
functions, must be able to operate quickly and effectively in the event of a climate-related hazard or
disaster. As with sensitive structures, impacts of varying severity on certain functions may cause damage
to the economy, the environment, and public safety.

47

City of Beverly Hills, Integrated Water Resources Master Plan, November 2020. Available at
https://www.beverlyhills.org/cbhfiles/storage/files/14728993651517350915/_IWRMPPart1-Elec2020-11-04.pdf.
Accessed December 27, 2021.
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Government Continuity
Water/Sewer/Solid Waste
Energy Delivery
Emergency Services
Public Safety
Public Health
Emotional and Mental Health

Business Continuity
Housing Access
Employment and Job Access
Food Security
Mobility/Transportation/Access
Quality of Life

Social Services
Ecological Function
Tourism
Recreation
Urban Forest
Industrial Operations

The City does not include natural resource areas that provide ecological functions that would be impacted
by climate change. Furthermore, there are no agriculture, forest, and fishery production areas and no
parcels zoned for industrial uses in the City. Therefore, these functions are not addressed as part of this
assessment.

2.3

Populations

The population of the City may be affected differently by climate hazards depending on income, age,
employment, housing type and location, health and disabilities, gender, language, race/ethnicity, and
access (to medical services, technology, transportation, etc.). Populations within the City that may be
additionally affected by climate hazards include the following:
Seniors

Individuals without access
lifelines (e.g. car or transit,
telephones)

Renters

Children

Non-White communities

Students

Individuals with disabilities

Low-Income, unemployed,
or underemployed
communities
Individuals with limited
English skills

Seasonal residents

Individuals with
compromised immune
systems
Individuals who are
chronically ill

Individuals uncertain about
available resources because
of citizenship status

A person may experience greater threats to their livelihood from climate change depending on, but not
limited to: their income, access to transportation, language, physical ability, and/or age. For example,
seniors may be at higher risks of injury or heat-related sickness during extreme heat events. During
wildfire season, certain populations, including seniors, children, and those with chronic respiratory
illnesses may be more sensitive to the effects of poor air quality.
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As stated in the Housing Element, the City of Beverly Hills was estimated to have a population of 33,775
persons in the year 2020. 48 From 2016 to 2045, population growth of 3.2 percent 49 is forecasted for the
City, which is less than the Los Angeles County’s forecasted growth of 15.5 percent. 50 Beverly Hills’
population is comprised mostly of individuals between 18 and 65 years of age. This age group includes
approximately 58.9 percent of Beverly Hills residents, which is lower than the regional makeup of 63.6
percent. The population above the age of 65 years makes up 21.6 percent of the population, which is
higher than the regional share of 13 percent. In 2018, the median age of the City’s population was 43.4
years. 51 The City population is approximately 78.8 percent White, 9.8 percent Asian, 5.8 percent Hispanic,
1.3 percent Black, 0.1 percent American Indian or Alaska Native, and 4.2 percent other.
Employment characteristics may point toward a population’s ability to recover from a climate change
event. Persons with lower incomes may be disproportionately affected by climate change events and may
therefore benefit more substantially from community services. Approximately 56 percent of the City’s
households are renters, and approximately 28 percent of households are considered low income, with 11
percent earning extremely low incomes.52 70 percent of extremely low income households are renters.
These populations would more likely require City services in a climate change event. Those who are
unemployed, for example, may not have the means to prepare emergency resources or alternative
temporary shelter. According to the State of California Employment Development Department, as of
October 2021, the City has an unemployment rate of 6.3 percent, compared to the entire County (7.8
percent). 53 The City also has a higher (57.2 percent higher) median income than Los Angeles County. 54

3. POTENTIAL IMPACTS AND RISK – How will climate change affect the points of
sensitivity? How likely are the impacts and how quickly will they occur?
In this step, we address how climate change exposure may affect the community structures, functions,
and populations. For infrastructure components or functions/services, this evaluation may include
consideration of the following:

City of Beverly Hills, 2021-2029 Housing Element, adopted October 12, 2021, page A-3.
The City is projected to have a population of 34,700 and 35,800 in 2016 and 2045, respectively. SCAG, 2020-2045
Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Plan (Connect SoCal), Demographics and Growth Forecast,
page 33. Available at https://scag.ca.gov/sites/main/files/file-attachments/0903fconnectsocal_demographicsand-growth-forecast.pdf?1606001579. Accessed November 12, 2021.
50
The County is projected to have a population of 10,110,000 and 11,674,000 in 2016 and 2045, respectively. SCAG,
2020-2045 RTP/SCS, Demographics and Growth Forecast, page 29.
51
SCAG, Profile of the City of Beverly Hills, May 2019. Available at https://scag.ca.gov/sites/main/files/fileattachments/beverlyhills_localprofile.pdf?1605663947. Accessed November 11, 2021.
52
City
of
Beverly
Hills,
2014-2021
Housing
Element,
page
A-2.
Available
at
http://www.beverlyhills.org/cbhfiles/storage/files/1198609286369206648/BeverlyHills20142021HousingElemen
tCombinedAppendices.pdf. Accessed December 27, 2021.
53
State of California Employment Development Department, Labor Force and Unemployment Rate for Cities and
Census Designated Places. Available at https://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/data/labor-force-andunemployment-for-cities-and-census-areas.html#Data. Accessed December 1, 2021.
54
The City has a median income of $106,936, compared to the County’s median income of $68,044. Data USA,
Beverly Hills, CA.
48
49
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Asset value and intangible importance
Location of asset (current or future hazard zone)
Extent of community reliance
Potential for partial or total loss of service
Consequence of loss or interruption
Ease of restoration of service

For populations, this evaluation may include answering the following:
•
•
•
•

What sort of hardships would be felt by the population as a result of exposure to the hazard?
Would it result in a decrease in quality of life or threaten to damage and/or destroy property?
Is there a risk of mortality or morbidity to the population as a result of the hazard?
How many people are affected by the hazard? Is it a relatively small group within the community,
or is it most or all of the residents?
In the event that hardships occur, how long would the population be affected? Would hardships
diminish in severity over time or remain at the same level of severity during the course of the
impact?

As part of climate adaptation planning, the City would establish a scoring rubric to score vulnerability to
help clarify which climate change impacts pose the greatest threats and should be prioritized in adaptation
planning. The California Adaptation Planning Guide recommends using values and assigning potential
impact ratings to characterize the degree of impact that would result from a given amount of exposure
and the asset’s sensitivity. Higher sensitivity indicates that the asset will have higher vulnerability for a
given amount of exposure, whereas a lower sensitivity indicates that the asset will incur limited damage
or operational interruptions. 55 The City will utilize impact scores suggested by SCAG, replicated below as
Table 2: Impact Scores, to determine impact scores and adaptive capacity scores (see Section 4, below).

55

SCAG, Southern California Climate Adaptation Planning Guide, page 99.
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Table 2: Impact Scores
Impact Score
IM0
IM1

IM2

IM3

IM4

Summary (Buildings and
Infrastructure, Economic Assets,
Community Services)
Impacts are minimal. There are no
service disruptions that community
members are aware of.
Performance or services may be
somewhat degraded on occasion.
The asset is likely to experience
chronic stress, limiting the ability to
reliably function. Effectiveness may be
entirely disrupted on occasion.
The asset may only function in a
limited way. It may frequently or
always be unable to meet community
needs.
The ability of the asset to provide
beneficial service is destroyed.

Summary (Populations and Biological
Resources)
All impacts are minimal. Community
members may not notice effects.
Community members notice minor
impacts. There may be mild
disruptions to some behaviors or
actions.
There is a marked decline in overall
quality of life. Reductions to health,
public safety, and/or community
viability are likely.
There is a substantial drop in the wellbeing of the affected communities.
Current lifestyles/habitat may no
longer be viable.
There is a severe risk of injury or
death in human populations and of
major habitat shifts or degradation
for biological communities.

Source: SCAG, Southern California Climate Adaptation Planning Guide, page 99.

As shown in Table 2 above, each potential point of sensitivity identified above is given an impact score
from IM0 (minimal impact) to IM4 (severe impact) for each hazard.

3.1

Air Quality

As discussed above, the City is predicted to experience slowly increasing temperatures and slightly
decreasing rates of precipitation by the end of the century, both of which could pose a threat to the ability
of the region to meet and maintain the NAAQSs for ozone and PM. Air pollution is considered a risk factor
for serious and sometimes fatal public health outcomes, such as heart attacks, asthma, and cardiovascular
and lung disease. In addition to public health, other functions such as quality of life may be directly
impacted while recreation and tourism may be indirectly impacted. Elevated ground level pollutant levels
pose no threat to structures.
The elderly, children, and the chronically ill are most at risk, and the NAAQS are designed to be health
protective of these sensitive populations. The SCAQMD issues periodic Air Quality Advisories 56 (for specific
events such as fires, windblown dust, and ash) and produces next-day air quality forecasts 57 that residents,
public administrators, employers, and workers can consult regarding decisions to minimize exposure or
SCAQMD, Air Quality Advisories. Available at https://www.aqmd.gov/home/air-quality/air-quality-advisories.
Accessed November 12, 2021.
57
SCAQMD, Air Quality Forecasts. Available at https://www.aqmd.gov/home/air-quality/air-quality-forecasts.
Accessed November 12, 2021.
56
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curtail activities for sensitive populations, or in extreme cases, all populations. SCAQMD offers predictions
of both the pollutant concentrations and the Air Quality Index (AQI) score for 38 distinct areas, including
the Westwood station near Beverly Hills. The AQI rating system, where a pollutant-specific score of 100
equates to meeting the applicable NAAQS, is the USEPA’s index for reporting air quality.58 The SCAQMD
offers a mobile app in English and Spanish. The greatest limitation may be accessibility to the internet for
people of low economic means. Those engaged in physical labor outdoors are also at elevated risk.
Tourism and recreation functions in Beverly Hills may be indirectly impacted by increasing pollutant levels
if the AQI were to become consistently elevated and results in a perceived decrease in the value of the
recreational or tourism activity. This outcome is considered minimal and not likely to occur. Given the
availability of data regarding daily predictions of potentially elevated pollutant levels, that the majority
(approximately 58.9 percent) of the City’s residents are between ages 18 and 65, and Beverly Hills enjoys
a higher-than-County-average income, the impact from air quality to most populations, and to public
health and quality of life is considered low. In alignment with suggested summary language in Table 2,
above, community members may notice minor impacts from air quality hazards, and there may be mild
disruptions to some behaviors or actions, garnering an impact score of IM1.

3.2

Precipitation Changes

The IPCC reports the probability of precipitation changing is over 90 percent. 59 As discussed in Section 1.2
above, changes in annual average precipitation for the City due to climate change are expected to be
minimal, increasing 1.4 to 2.2 inches, a range of 7.3 to 11.5 percent. See discussion regarding the potential
for secondary flooding impacts in Section 3.3 below. The potential impact to water supplies in Beverly
Hills due to potential loss of snowpack in the Sierras or Colorado River Basin or prolonged and more
extreme droughts regionally is generally a greater concern.
Most structures in Beverly Hills are predicted to withstand the minimal increase in annual precipitation,
including the sewage and water supply systems. The routine functions of the City, including water and
sewer service, are expected to remain unchallenged by the increases in annual rainfall; the groundwater
supplies in the local Hollywood Basin will likely benefit from the increases. With no service disruptions
expected related to the increase in annual average local rainfall amounts, the potential for impacts to
structures and functions would garner a score of IM0.
Historically, the City obtains its water supply from two sources: imported surface water purchased from
MWD and local groundwater extracted from the local Hollywood Basin. Threats to the quantity and quality
of the water supply due to decreases in the snowpack that provide the majority of the City’s potable
water, and local drought conditions could impact the City’s water supply infrastructure and functions,
including water delivery and energy production (from hydroelectric plants). These impacts could in turn
AirNow, Air Quality Index (AQI) Basics. Available at https://www.airnow.gov/aqi/aqi-basics/. Accessed November
12, 2021.
59
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Climate Change 2021: The Physical Science Basis, Summary for
Policymakers, page 5. Available at
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_WGI_SPM_final.pdf. Accessed November
12, 2021.
58
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negatively impact food security (rising prices) and employment (loss of employment and job access),
emotional and mental health, recreation, and overall quality of life. These burdens would be felt most by
low-income communities, seasonal or unhoused individuals, and individuals uncertain about available
resources because of citizenship status, who lack the resources to maintain a standard of living in the face
of potential water rationing, rising food costs, and job loss. The City issues annual grant funds to various
social service organizations and community programs as it relates to food security, including the Westside
Food Bank which provides food for low-income or in-need residents, or for rental assistance for lowincome households. While the City provides funding for these organizations and social services, chronic
stress to these functions, structures, and places may still occasionally limit their reliability and
effectiveness. Sensitive populations may experience a marked decline in overall quality of life. These
would be considered an impact score of IM2.

3.3

Flooding

The City’s LHMAP acknowledges that historically, flood risks existed within the City. However, according
to the LHMAP, the completion of the Los Angeles County Flood Control District’s Holly Hill Storm Drain
upgrade project in 2005 (Unit 7 Drainage System) would protect the region from a 100-year flood;
therefore, the risk of flooding was downgraded to “minimal”. However, the increase in frequency and
intensity of severe rainstorms predicted to occur in the future may likely result in an increased potential
for flooding, the risk to structures, transportation and mobility, energy delivery, public safety, and public
health could also be expected to increase. The effects are not expected to impact sensitive receptors more
than the general population. The performance of these assets and services may be somewhat degraded
on occasion, resulting in an impact score of IM1.

3.4

Severe Storms and Extreme Weather

As discussed in Section 1.4 above, despite predictions of minimal changes in annual precipitation, the City
is predicted to experience an increase in the frequency of and water vapor transport rates associated with
severe rainstorms, or so called “atmospheric rivers.” The ability of structures, functions, and sensitive
populations to withstand extreme events may be different than impacts discussed for precipitation
changes in Section 3.2 above.
The capacity of structures such as the storm sewer, sewage treatment system, and water supply system,
to withstand more intense single-event rainstorms, or more frequent large storms, should be further
studied, but is generally thought to be at some risk of increased stress to reliability. Secondary impacts,
such as falling trees resulting in disruption to energy delivery and mobility, combined with stressed
emergency and social services, could occasionally degrade public safety functions noticeably. These
impacts would be experienced more by the elderly, individuals with disabilities, individuals without access
lifelines, seasonal residents, low-income communities, renters (not responsible for maintenance or repair
of housing, for example), and individuals with limited English skills, than the general population of Beverly
Hills. This is primarily because temporarily moving out of storm-impacted housing to shelters is difficult
to accomplish without access to reliable transportation, emergency communications in people’s primary
language, paid time off, or trust in government assistance. These would be considered an impact score of
IM1 (water infrastructure) to IM2 (functions and sensitive populations).
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Extreme weather (e.g., hail, fog, lightning) is rare in Beverly Hills, and as such, impacts to structures,
functions, and sensitive populations from extreme weather are minimal. Santa Ana winds, as described in
Section 1.4.3 above, threaten to topple trees, interrupt energy delivery, and damage structures, creating
temporary public safety and possible mobility/access issues. All populations share the potential to
experience impacts from Santa Ana winds. Santa Ana windstorms may decrease as the effects of climate
change increase through the end of the century, and the impact score would be IM1.
Land- or mud-slides could result in the loss of structures, communication infrastructure, energy delivery,
or transportation infrastructure (i.e., roadways), on a temporary or more substantive basis. There could
be injuries and/or deaths, and damage to structures and personal property from landslides due to debris
flow and/or flooding. While the City has had minimal impact due to historical occurrences of landslides,
climate change would increase storm severity and increased wildfire activity which may lead to an
increase in land- or mudslides. Due to the existing residential uses on the hillside areas that would be
susceptible to land- or mudslides, the increase in land- or mudslides could create issues related to access,
mobility, utility services, emergency services, and public safety. However, due in part to the medium
probability rating and the inclusion of mitigation activities and regulations for hillside development (as
discussed in the LHMAP), these would be considered an impact score of IM1.

3.5

Temperature Changes

As discussed in Section 1.5, the average maximum daytime temperature in Beverly Hills is expected to rise
noticeably by 2.9 °F (from 70.7 °F to 73.6 °F), in the 2022 to 2050 time frame, as compared to historic
averages, and another 3.7 °F (from 73.6 °F to 77.3 °F) in the latter half of this century from 2051 through
2099. Additionally, the number of extreme heat days per year (when maximum temperatures climb above
90.9 °F) in Beverly Hills is predicted to rise appreciably, as are the CDDs.
As the City is accustomed to generally hot, dry temperatures, the integrity of the built environment,
including structures and roadways, is not expected to be compromised by these rising temperatures.
However, parks and recreational amenities may be negatively impacted. Energy delivery is most
threatened as the demand for power to cool buildings increases when people seek shelter indoors from
the heat. Hot temperatures can threaten water supply also. Agricultural productivity, on a regional level,
could decrease due to the decrease in water supply, thereby increasing food insecurity. Employment and
job access can be impacted, especially for populations reliant upon mass transit due to the hardship of
accessing public transportation (e.g., lack of adequate bus shelters, distance to nearest transit stop
traversed by walking). Heat sensitivity (or heat intolerance) and heat stroke could increase, mosquito
borne diseases would increase, air quality would degrade, and the desirability of recreating outdoors
could decrease, threatening public health and quality of life. Seniors, children, individuals with disabilities,
compromised immune systems, or chronic illnesses, individuals without access to lifelines, low-income
communities, renters, and seasonal residents and the unhoused are most at risk from impacts due to
rising temperatures. These impacts would be considered an IM2 for buildings, functions, and sensitive
populations.
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3.6

Wildfire

The State has seen increased wildfire activity and greater burn areas with each passing year and experts
anticipate the trend to continue if climate change is not immediately addressed. CalFire shows that the
northern portion of the City (north of Sunset Boulevard) falls within the VHFHSZ for an LRA. The VHFHSZ
is at higher risk and greater danger of experiencing potentially devastating wildfires. Therefore, the City
has adopted numerous policies and ordinances focused on reducing wildfire risk in the VHFHSZ. As
demonstrated in the Safety Element, no essential public facilities, besides a local-serving fire station, are
located within the VHFHSZ. However, “the City cannot ignore the additional far-reaching impacts that a
wildfire would pose on the remainder of the City [non-VHFHSZ areas].” 60
In addition to posing direct risks to structures and populations, wildfires can also create additional indirect
impacts to the health and safety of a community such as destruction of communication infrastructure,
destruction or damage to recreational facilities, parks, and open spaces (such as environmental and
ecological preserves), damage to power distribution infrastructure, and blocked evacuation routes, and
stressed emergency services. Secondary impacts can include erosion, loss of vegetation leading to
landslides, poor air quality, and public health issues. As noted in the City’s wildfire assessment, “not only
will [smoke from a wildfire] pose a significant health risk, especially to those with compromised breathing
capacities, but the smoke can also cause significant impacts to homes and businesses.” 61
Extreme heat can exacerbate wildfire risks. All populations can experience threats and effects of wildfires,
but some are more pronounced in those with chronic illnesses and from lower economic means. The
potential increase in wildfires could exacerbate conditions for those living and working in the VHFHSZs in
the City, but taking into account the preventative measures taken by the City to reduce such risks, the
impact score for wildfires would be IM2.

4. ADAPTIVE CAPACITY – What is or can be currently done to address the impacts?
Adaptive capacity is the ability of community and populations and assets to adjust to climate change
stressors and cope with the consequences. 62 Adaptive capacity can be provided through physical design
or can take the form of policies, plans, programs, governance, or institutions. Although the process of
evaluating the ability of a community, function, or asset to address the projected impacts relies on a
combination of quantitative and qualitative data, an adaptive capacity assessment is primarily a
qualitative effort.
For structures and functions, the following topics are considered:
•
•
•

Extent of existing policies, plans, or programs in place or being considered to manage climate
impacts;
Availability and capacity of temporary alternatives while service is being restored;
Fiscal impact and ability to respond or repair;

Wildfire DefenseWorks, A Wildfire Assessment Report for Beverly Hills, page 55.
Wildfire DefenseWorks, A Wildfire Assessment Report for Beverly Hills, page 55.
62
SCAG, Southern California Climate Adaptation Planning Guide, page 93.
60
61
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•
•

Whether recovery would be voluntary or mandatory; and
Significant or insurmountable barriers to a full or timely response (i.e., requiring solutions that are
technologically and/or politically infeasible).

To evaluate the adaptive capacity of populations, consider:
•
•

•
•

Whether existing or planned policies or programs exist to assist individuals with the response, and
whether community members have easy (and equitable) access to such services;
The ability of the different populations to respond to an impact, including overcoming barriers
such as fiscal, language, immigration status, access to lifelines (transportation, internet, cell
phone, etc.), physical limitations, etc.;
Access to alternatives that may reduce or eliminate the hardships caused by the hazard; and
Significant or insurmountable barriers to adaptation (i.e., requiring solutions that are expensive
of technologically difficult, require widespread lifestyle changes, and/or politically unpopular).

Following the approach suggested by SCAG, scores ranging from AC0 (no feasible adaptation method
available) to AC4 (adaptation easily implementable) will be assessed, based on the following definitions
as shown in Table 3: Adaptive Capacity Scores:

Impact Score

Table 3: Adaptive Capacity Scores
Summary

AC4

Assets and populations can adapt with little or no effort. Overall quality of life may
improve as a result.

AC3

Adaptive solutions are feasible for most or all sensitivities. Some sensitivities may face
limited challenges.

AC2

Threats can be reduced or mitigated, but solutions are only feasible for some assets.
Many assets are likely to face substantive difficulties in adapting.

AC1

Adaptive solutions are expensive and/or technologically difficult, but feasible.
Approach may require politically unpopular actions or widespread lifestyle changes.

AC0

No method of adapting is currently feasible, although solutions may be possible in the
future.

Source: SCAG, Southern California Climate Adaptation Planning Guide, page 100, Table A-4.

The City and Los Angeles County both have a variety of plans adopted which each address various aspects
of the potential threats outlined in this Climate Vulnerability Assessment. Both jurisdictions recognize the
importance of public and private partnerships and planning for potential issues the community may face
in the coming years. Table 4: Planning Documents identifies plans, programs, and reports that participate
in ensuring the City’s preparedness during future potential climate change events.
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Table 4: Planning Documents
Document

Adoption Date

City of Beverly Hills
General Plan

2010

Urban Water Management Plan

2021

Integrated Water Resources Master Plan

2021

Local Hazard Mitigation Action Plan

2019

Los Angeles County
Community Climate Action Plan

2015

Los Angeles Countywide Sustainability Plan

2019

SCAG Sustainable Communities Strategy

2020

SCAG Southern California Climate Adaptation Planning Guide

2020

The City is currently in the process of developing a Climate Action and Adaptation Plan (CAAP) in order to
achieve the City’s long-standing goal of becoming carbon neutral by 2045 and provide measures to
manage the effects of climate change. Thus far, the CAAP process has collected community asset
information such as roadway networks, public transportation, utilities, parks and recreation facilities,
schools, high occupancy structures and community and government buildings. In addition, asset managers
were interviewed to place context on the data collected and link existing and future policies to the
vulnerability assessment. It is anticipated that a draft CAAP will be released in 2022. The programs that
will be included in the CAAP will focus on GHG reduction measures and resiliency measures from the
LHMAP that focus on reinforcing the transportation and utility assets, and public facilities to withstand
the effects of climate change and continue to provide service to the entire community.

4.1

Air Quality

Local ground level air pollutant levels are created by emissions generated within the City, in the
surrounding vicinity and communities, and, for some pollutants, emissions released upwind “can travel
great distances (i.e., hundreds of miles), affecting air quality and public health regionally.” 63 The SCAQMD,
CARB, and USEPA are regulatorily mandated to make progress towards meeting and maintaining the
NAAQS, and substantial progress has been made within the Basin to reduce emissions. Feasible adaptive
solutions, such as reducing reliance on fossil fuels in personal and commercial vehicles, and requiring
enhanced filtration in residences, exist. However, the State has adopted several policies that are
anticipated to improve air quality. These policies include greening building standards, lowering vehicle
emission standards by expanding the availability of electric vehicles and charging stations and expanding
renewable electricity. Currently, these are expensive and technology is continually evolving. The State
and the Los Angeles region are anticipating to use the federal infrastructure fund to accelerate the
63

United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), What is Interstate Air Pollutant Transport?. Available at
Accessed
https://www.epa.gov/interstate-air-pollution-transport/what-interstate-air-pollution-transport.
November 17, 2021.
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greening of vehicles and utility infrastructure. Locally, the City has established a number of policies in the
Open Space, Circulation, and Conservation Elements to the General Plan that would help to reduce GHG
emissions, and provide the co-benefit of reducing emissions of harmful air pollutants, including:
Open Space Element
OS 2.5:

Urban Heat Island Effects. Continue to promote appropriate species selection and tree
placement that encourages adequate shading of rooftops, parking facilities, streets and
other facilities to minimize heat island effects. Continue to phase street tree Master
Plan projects to minimize tree canopy loss.

OS 7.1:

Transit Ridership. Collaborate with local transit agencies to develop programs and
educate employers about employee rideshare and transit, and promote mass transit
ridership through careful planning of routes and by developing a local point of contact
for potential ride-sharers.

OS 7.2:

City Fleet Vehicles. Continue to purchase low-emission vehicles for the City’s fleet and
use available clean fuel sources for trucks and heavy equipment. Update purchasing
policies to consider purchase of lower emission vehicles in the future to the extent
economically feasible.

OS 7.3:

Transportation Systems Management and Trip Reduction. Encourage City employees
to use means other than a single-occupant vehicle for their daily work commute.

OS 7.4:

Incentives for Privately Owned Low-Emission Vehicles. Encourage the use of zeroemission and low emission vehicles, and provide incentives for privately-owned
alternative fuel vehicles such as permit waivers, free or priority parking or other
incentives for low emission vehicles on city streets and parking structures. Evaluate
feasibility of installing alternative fuel recharging stations in municipal parking
structures.

OS 7.5:

Coordination with South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD).
Coordinate with SCAQMD to ensure that projects incorporate feasible mitigation
measures if those measures are not already provided for through project design,

OS 7.6:

Employer Education Programs. Encourage employers to participate in South Coast Air
Quality Management District (SCAQMD) public education programs.

OS 7.7:

Maintain Standards. Work with the South Coast Air Quality Management Board to
meet state and federal ambient air quality standards.

OS 7.8:

Emissions Reduction. Require new development projects that exceed the South Coast
Air Quality Management Board’s (SCAQMB) Reactive Organic Gases (ROG) and Nitrogen
Oxides (NOX) operational thresholds to incorporate design or operational features that
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reduce emissions equal to 15-percent from the level that would be produced by an
unmitigated project.
OS 7.9:

Greenhouse Gas Reduction. Work with the California Air Resources Board (CARB) and
the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) to comply with statewide
greenhouse gas reduction goals as established in the “Global Warming Solutions Act of
2006 for 2020” (AB 32) and any other subsequent legislation.

OS 7.10:

Citywide Greenhouse Gas Assessment. Comply with pertinent State regulations to
assess citywide greenhouse gas emissions for existing land uses and the adopted
general plan build-out.

OS 7.11:

Air Quality Education. Educate the public about air quality standards, health effects,
and efforts that residents can make to improve air quality and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions in the Los Angeles Basin.

OS 7.12:

New Development. Review proposed development projects to ensure projects
incorporate feasible measures that reduce construction and operations emissions for
Reactive Organic Gases (ROG), Nitrogen Oxides (NOX), and Particulate Matter (PM10
and PM2.5).

OS 7.13:

Preference for Reduced Emission Equipment. Give preference to contractors using
reduced-emission equipment for City and private construction projects as well as for
City contracts for services (e.g., garbage collection).

OOS 12.5:

Development of a Bikeway/Route System. As a relatively compact community with a
broad range of community facilities and services in relatively close proximity to a large
proportion of the residents, Beverly Hills offers a unique opportunity to develop a
bikeway system which can serve both transportation and recreation needs.
In order to develop a system which is compatible with the heavy automobile use of
major streets, a bikeway route system should be developed to encourage bicycling on
less-travelled streets and thereby separate transportation modes and lower the
probability of accidents. The bike lanes (exclusive routes) or bike routes (portion of
street or sidewalk labeled for bicycle use) should connect facilities such as schools and
parks – places between which children may want to ride bicycles. They should offer a
safe pathway to and from the Business Triangle and other commercial or employment
areas for adults. And they ought to connect into the systems proposed for the city and
county of Los Angeles in order to allow Beverly Hills residents to ride safely into West
Hollywood or Westwood, etc. Hence, the system would be capable of serving both
recreation and transportation needs. Some intersections might have to be signed or
signaled for increased safety.
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Circulation Element
CIR 2.1:

Metro Subway Extension. Support the extension of the Metro subway extension
through the City along Wilshire Boulevard with stations at Beverly/Rodeo and La
Cienega to enhance transit service and increase transit ridership within the City and the
West LA region. Explore other stops as appropriate.

CIR 2.1a:

Linking Transit and Development. Encourage appropriate development that may
include parking for local transit riders, local-serving retail, high-end retail, restaurant
and supporting uses in and around transit stops and stations.

CIR 2.2:

Multi-modal Transit. Consider a variety of transit services including rail, light rail transit,
bus rapid transit, trolleys (streetcars), enhanced buses, express buses, local buses,
school buses, and neighborhood shuttles to meet the needs of residents, workers, and
visitors.

CIR 2.5:

Transit Frequency. Support increased frequency transit service and capital investments
to serve high-density employment, commercial, residential, or mixed-use areas and
activity centers.

CIR 2.6:

Transit Priority Measures. Consider improvements in transit efficiency and travel times
by implementing transit priority measures to help bypass congested areas. Such
measures may include transit signal priority, queue bypass lanes, and exclusive transit
lanes.

CIR 2.10:

Interconnected Transit System. Create or collaborate on an interconnected
transportation system that allows a shift in travel from private passenger vehicles to
alternative modes, including public transit, ride sharing, car-sharing, bicycling, and
walking. Before funding transportation improvements that increase vehicle miles
traveled, consider alternatives such as increasing public transit or improving bicycle or
pedestrian travel routes.

CIR 6.1:

Transportation Demand Programs. Encourage existing major employers to develop
and implement Transportation Demand Management (TDM) programs to reduce peakperiod trip generation.

CIR 6.2:

Transportation Demand Measures. Utilize Transportation Demand Management
(TDM) measures to encourage and create incentives for the use of alternate travel
modes.

CIR 6.3:

Transportation Demand Strategies. Identify trip reduction credits and consider
reduced transportation impact fees for demonstrated commitment to Transportation
Demand Management (TDM) strategies.
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CIR 6.4:

Transportation Demand Amenities. Encourage employers to provide transit subsidies,
bicycle facilities (including changing/shower facilities), alternative work schedules,
ridesharing, telecommuting, work-at-home programs, employee education, and
preferential parking for carpools/vanpools.

CIR 6.5:

City Transportation Demand Management. Continue and expand a TDM program for
City employees.

CIR 6.7:

Multi-Modal Design. Require proposed development projects to implement site
designs and on-site amenities that support alternative modes of transportation, and
consider TDM programs with achievable trip reduction goals as partial mitigation for
project traffic impacts.

CIR 7.3:

Streetscape Enhancements. Update or prepare Design Guidelines that foster the
enhancement of streets, sidewalks, and other public rights-of-way with amenities such
as lighting, street trees, benches, plazas, public art, or other measures to encourage
walking.

CIR 7.6:

Pedestrian Network—Connections. Provide a continuous pedestrian network that
connects buildings to each other, to the street, and to transit facilities.

CIR 7.7:

Pedestrian Network—Private. Design access to new developments and buildings to
encourage walking.

CIR 8.1:

Bicycle Master Plan. Prepare a citywide bicycle master plan to determine desired
improvements to the City’s bicycle network, including exploring opportunities where
dedication may be required to connect regional pathways. Gather input from the
community and provide bicycle education as part of the Bicycle Master Plan update.

CIR 8.5:

Bikeway Amenities. Require that new development projects (e.g., employment
centers, educational institutions, and commercial centers) provide bicycle racks,
personal lockers, showers, and other bicycle-support facilities.

CIR 8.7:

Mobility Plan. Prepare a citywide bicycle and mobility plan that will establish bicycling
as an option for short trips and allow bicycles to connect to mass transit.

Conservation Element
CON 18.4:

Energy Choice Aggregation. Continue to research and consider participating in
programs like Community Choice Aggregation to increase the percentage of renewable
energy over that available from Southern California Edison, including rate setting that
would promote conservation.
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CON 19.1:

Energy Efficient Lighting. Install light emitting diodes (LED) for traffic, street, and other
outdoor lighting.

CON 19.2:

Energy Conservation Program. Prepare a comprehensive Energy Conservation Program
that provides goals, benchmarks, strategies, and criteria to improve energy efficiency
for existing and new public facilities and for private development and renovation
projects. The program should provide incentives and disincentives to discourage
practices such as night time building illumination and leaving doors open when air
conditioning is on, to reduce energy use and minimize “night sky” effect.

CON 19.3:

Reduced Energy Consumption for Public and Private Facilities. Install energy efficient
appliances and alternative energy infrastructure such as solar energy panels
(photovoltaic panels) on all City facilities. Encourage installation of solar energy panels
on private development. Develop partnerships with residents to encourage use of solar
energy panels and other solar energy technologies.

CON 19.4:

Solar Power Stations and Use of Photo-Voltaic Systems. Consider satisfying some or
all of the City’s electrical power needs through creation of solar power stations
(photovoltaic stations) and require the use of these systems whenever possible in City
facilities. These stations could be located on parking structures and roofs.

CON 19.6:

Cooperative Venture with Other Jurisdictions. Study the feasibility of City partnerships
with other agencies to purchase and supply power to residents. Partnering with other
communities to purchase and supply power could increase the amount of renewable
energy used over that which is available from Southern California Edison, and allow
local rate setting that would promote conservation.

CON 19.7:

Green Building Standards. Review and update the City’s Green Building standards to
apply to all public and private facilities to ensure the design, construction and operation
of buildings are utilizing the best and most up to date “green” practices.

The City has made progress in implementing the above policies by accomplishing the following:
•

•

Electricity: The City joined the Westside Cities Energy Partnership Program that allows the cities
to collaborate regionally to develop energy efficiency audits and programs that would reduce the
City’s GHG emissions. Energy efficiency projects such as the LED Street Light Projects have
stemmed from the partnership. The partnership has helped the City formulate a workplan on
starting a CAAP, which is expected to be completed in 18 months starting January 2021.
The City is a member of the Clean Power Alliance (CPA), a program that provides an opportunity
to utilize renewable electricity City-wide. As a member, Beverly Hills inhabitants are able to use
36 percent, 50 percent, and 100 percent renewable electricity in their property. This will help to
reduce carbon footprint and improve air quality Statewide. Residents and businesses began using
50 percent renewable electricity starting in January 2019.
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•

The City has converted 5,800 street lights to LEDs thus far. This will reduce consumption by
approximately 79 percent and reduce GHG equivalent to 240 vehicles off the road annually. The
City has a restaurant food waste program that helps reduce GHG production from landfills.

The City proposes the following additional policy to further reduce air quality impacts:
S 7.16

Prepare a Climate Action and Adaptation Plan. Create a climate action and adaptation
plan that identifies strategies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and to prepare and
mitigate the impacts resulting from climate change.

Overall, the City has adopted numerous policies related to transportation and mobility, lower polluting
vehicles, building energy efficiency, and green energy supplies which directly or indirectly reduce air
quality impacts. Substantially reducing community reliance on single-occupancy vehicle, replaced by
multi-modal transportation (e.g., public transit, bicycling) is feasible, but the actions may be unpopular
and would require widespread lifestyle changes. Therefore, the adaptive capacity of the potentially
impacted functions and sensitive populations would be rated as AC1, in accordance with Table 3, above.

4.2

Precipitation Changes

This section will focus on the functions, structures, and places, which were identified in Section 3.2 as
susceptible to reliability and effectiveness issues arising from the chronic stress of decreased or
threatened water supply, and sensitive populations negatively impacted by food insecurity, employment
challenges, and declines in emotional and mental health, recreation, and overall quality of life. Drought
conditions are becoming increasingly common in California and are best managed at the State level. Water
supply in Beverly Hills is ultimately provided by MWD while the City is increasing its local water supply to
lessen its dependence on imported water. Threats to water supply can be somewhat mitigated by
reducing demand but not fully alleviated. Some functions, such as open space/recreation facilities may
face substantial difficulties in adapting. MWD developed a Water Shortage Contingency Plan (WSCP) to
serve as a guide for MWD’s intended actions during water shortage conditions. 64 MWD periodically
provides updates to the water supply and updates policies related to water shortage, including but not
limited to use restrictions, tiered rates, and water efficient landscaping requirements, to provide longterm water reliability for existing and future customers.
The City’s Open Space and Conservation Elements contain policies aimed at increasing the resiliency of
water and wastewater infrastructure and systems, including the following:
Open Space Element
OS 9.5:

64

Sustainable Design and Operational Concepts. Use sustainable concepts and practices
in the design, materials, and operation of parks in the City, and require such concepts
with respect to open space required in new developments in the City. Such practices

Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWD), Water Shortage Contingency Plan, June 2021. Available
Accessed
at
https://www.mwdh2o.com/media/21648/water-shortage-contingency-plan-june-2021.pdf.
November 17, 2021.
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may include, but are not limited to, use of drought tolerant plant palettes in landscaping
and strategic use of plants for fire protection near areas of wildland fire hazard, external
shading of building and parking lots, and landscape design that allows irrigation and
stormwater to recharge groundwater systems and filter out pollutants.
Conservation Element
CON 1.2:

Urban Water Master Plan. Review, evaluate, and update the City’s Urban Water Master
Plan (UWMP) and related capital improvement programs on a regular basis in order to
maintain plans for expansion and improvement of distribution and storage facilities.
The Department of Public Works shall determine water facilities needed to service the
City, prepare capital improvements plans that include prioritization and identification
of funding sources, and upgrade the water supply and distribution system accordingly.

CON 1.3:

Water Distribution System. Upgrade, maintain, and expand water supply, distribution,
pumping, storage, and treatment including facilities to address potential shortages in
water supply from the California State Water Project and the Colorado River.

CON 1.4:

Water Storage. Maximize the City’s access to water supplies, including possible
acquisition of wells outside the City, and designate and acquire land, if necessary, for
siting future water supply, storage, and distribution facilities.

CON 2.1:

Water Conservation Goals. Continue to establish, review, and update water
conservation goals and benchmarks on a continuous basis.

CON 2.3:

Water Conservation Measures for Public Facilities. Continue to require water
conservation measures and devices that limit water usage for all new municipal projects
and major alterations to existing municipal facilities.

CON 2.4:

Water Conservation Measures for Private Projects. Continue providing incentives, and
where practical, require the installation of water conserving measures, devices and
practices for new private construction projects and major alterations to existing private
buildings, including requirements for using reclaimed water for construction watering
and for pumping subterranean water back into the ground rather than into the storm
drain system.

CON 2.5:

Water Efficient Landscaping. Where feasible, encourage installation of drought
tolerant landscaping or water-efficient irrigation systems for all private and city
landscaping and parkways. Identify and implement minimum design and installation
efficiency criteria for landscape irrigation systems.

CON 2.6:

New Conservation Technology. Explore ways to strengthen local building codes for new
construction and to implement ordinances that require existing buildings to generate a
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higher level of water efficiency as a requirement for renovations or additions, and upon
sale of the property.
CON 3.1:

Water Conservation Ordinance. Review the City’s water conservation ordinance and
efficient landscaping ordinance regularly, and modify them as appropriate to achieve
best management practices.

CON 3.2:

Green Building Program. Review the City’s green building program to ensure that the
program achieves water conservation, energy efficiency of buildings, encourages
resource conservation, reduces waste generated by construction projects, and
promotes the health and productivity of residents, workers, and visitors to the City.

CON 3.3:

Rebate Programs. Continue cooperating with the Metropolitan Water District of
Southern California (MWD) to offer rebate incentives for the replacement of inefficient
plumbing fixtures with water saving fixtures for all residential, commercial, industrial,
and institutional uses.

CON 3.7:

Water Conservation Measures for Public Facilities. Require water conservation
measures/devices that limit water usage for all new municipal projects and major
alterations to existing municipal facilities. These measures should include the use of
water-efficient landscaping and irrigation, storm water capture, efficient appliances,
and use of “gray water” for irrigation. Explore partnerships with other public agencies
such as the Beverly Hills Unified School District to reduce water consumption.

CON 3.8:

Water Conservation Measures for Private Projects. Require the installation of water
conserving measures, devices and practices that meet “green building” standards for
new private construction projects and major alterations to existing private buildings.

CON 3.9:

Water-Efficient Landscaping. Encourage and promote drought-tolerant landscaping or
water-efficient irrigation systems for all private and city landscaping and parkways.

CON 3.11:

New Conservation Technology. Ensure all new private and City facility projects utilize
conservation technologies.

CON 3.12:

Monitoring System. Adopt state-of-the-art water monitoring systems to remotely
monitor the City’s water usage, leaks, and ruptures.

CON 3.13:

Infrastructure Upgrades. Continue to upgrade the City’s water infrastructure to
minimize water leakage, ensure adequate supply for residents and businesses, and
incorporate earthquake hardening techniques.

CON 5.1:

Cooperative Ventures for Alternative Water Sources. Continue to explore new sources
of water to serve the community, including cooperative ventures with other
jurisdictions for reclaimed water or desalinization.
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CON 5.2:

Recycled Water Master Plan. Prepare and implement a Recycled Water Master Plan to
serve irrigation and firefighting needs. Explore all possible reclaimed water
opportunities, including the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power’s and Los
Angeles Bureau of Sanitations and Integrated Resource Plan, and any rights to Hyperion
treated water. Explore feasibility of developing a city reclamation plant for reclaimed
water, including potential sites.

CON 7.1:

System Maintenance. Maintain, upgrade, and expand existing wastewater collection
and treatment facilities as appropriate.

CON 7.4:

Water Conservation. Require that wastewater flows be minimized in existing and
future developments through water conservation and recycling efforts.

CON 7.6:

Wastewater Management Plan. Undertake the preparation of a Sewer System
Management Plan (SSMP) to identify the extent of any system deficiencies, including
areas of overflows, identify users, and support long-term capital planning for necessary
system upgrades.

CON 9.4:

Sewer System Upgrades. Continue to upgrade, inspect, and improve the City’s sewer
infrastructure to minimize deficiencies, reduce leaks and contamination, and minimize
the number of Sanitary Sewer Overflows (SSOs).

CON 9.6:

Implement Tiered Conservation Rates for Water Consumption. Consider tiered water
rates to encourage water conservation and corresponding sanitary sewer conservation
efforts.

The City has made progress in implementing the above policies by accomplishing the following:
•

•

•

In 2010, the City adopted the State’s model landscape ordinance for all new and upgraded
irrigation systems installed. This requirement is currently in effect. The City updated its UWMP in
2020. State law requires the plan to be updated every five years, with the next update scheduled
for 2025. Additionally, the City is updated its Water Master Plan in 2019 and conducted a recycled
water feasibility analysis as part of the Integrated Water Resources Master Plan (IWRMP)
development in 2019. The IWRMP includes the following water supply priorities: Prioritizing
conservation and the efficient use of water; Optimizing existing local water supplies; Developing
new local water supplies; Keeping an eye toward long-term opportunities; and Reducing the use
of imported water from MWD.
Conservation: As part of its Water Conservation Program, the City continues to enforce outdoor
irrigation limits. This program limits the number of days and times a week landscape watering is
permitted.
Wells: The City has completed the development of two shallow groundwater aquifer wells (Maple
Wells) located in the Entertainment Business District (EBD). Search for alternative sources of
water including groundwater, recycled water, storm water, and other potential sources is on-
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•

•

•

•

going. The City has acquired a potential well site property in the La Brea subarea of the
unadjudicated Central Basin and is in the process of investigation 2 additional groundwater well
site locations.
Water Enterprise Plan: The City has been working on implementing its Water Enterprise Plan, a
long term planning document that includes a 10-year Water Master Plan that strategically outlines
capital projects and programs to reduce reliability on imported water sources and promote
conservation. Conservation programs that have been developed meet the Senate Bill X7-7
requirement and fulfills the "20% reduction by 2020" goal in urban usage required under this
statute.
Sewer System Management Plan (SSMP): The City’s SSMP was adopted by the City in 2012 and
was revised in 2017 to update the City’s programs to reduce sewer overflows. Staff will be starting
the process to revise the SSMP plan to meet the 2022 SSMP Update requirement. The 2017 SSMP
has resulted to the reduction of SSO up to zero (0) occurrences in calendar year 2020 through
enhanced maintenance, implementation of an asset management system and beginning of capital
improvement project that rehabilitated the sewer system through plastic lining, manhole and
sewer pipe repairs and closed-circuit television (CCTV) inspections.
Integrated Water Resources Master Plan (IWRMP): The IWRMP assessed the integrity of the
wastewater and stormwater infrastructure. The IWRMP identified improvement projects for both
assets that would reduce the potential of sewer overflow due to capacity and flood event. The
recommended projects in the IWRMP will be planned for future capital improvement projects
(CIP) projects which includes multi-benefit approach to urban runoff capture and use. Monitoring:
To date, CCTV surveillance has been implemented along approximately 84 percent of the sewer
system . In 2019 to present, the current CIP project will complete approximately more than 20
miles of CCTV inspection to complete a system CCTV inspection within a five-year term. Ongoing
CCTV inspections will be the result of private sewer backups and public sanitary sewer overflows
(SSOs).
Stormwater Capture: The City completed the feasibility of a stormwater capture facility at La
Cienega Park. The City is moving forward with options and cost-sharing scenarios to capture
stormwater and discharge it to the sewer system to meet regulatory requirements. The City is
starting the feasibility study for a regional stormwater project to be constructed in the City Parks.
This is part of completing the Enhanced Watershed Management Program (EWMP). The City is
preparing to construct the Burton Way Median Green Streets and Water Efficient Landscape
project that will have a 7 acre-foot capacity and expected to capture and treat approximately 69
acre-feet of runoff annually. The project will also be able to use the captured runoff for landscape
irrigation and in essence removing the median off the potable water irrigation grid.

According to the California Department of Public Health, health consequences of drought may impact the
following vulnerable/sensitive populations most: “the elderly, children, individuals of low socioeconomic
status, rural communities, populations living in nursing homes, hospitalized patients, those who rely on
electrical equipment to survive, farmers, and agricultural workers.” 65 Therefore, even with the policies
65

CDPH, California Building Resilience Against Climate Effects (CalBRACE) Project, page 1.
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that would increase the resiliency of water and wastewater infrastructure and systems, sensitive
populations would still experience a marked decline in overall quality of life and would face substantive
difficulties in adapting. This would result in an Adaptive Capacity score of AC2.

4.3

Flooding

The City’s Conservation and Safety Elements contains policies aimed at reducing flood risks and the risk
of damage to structures, infrastructure, and services related to flood risks:
Conservation Element
CON 10.1:

Storm Drain Maintenance. Maintain and upgrade public storm drains and storage
control facilities, and construct or expand storm drain and flood control facilities, to
protect the community from risks to lives and property associated with flooding and
storm water runoff.

CON 10.2:

Drain System Master Plan. Review and update the City’s Drain System Master Plan to
outline needed improvements and ensure that pollutants entering the system are
minimized.

CON 10.3:

Storm Runoff Impacts. Require new development to prepare hydrologic studies to
assess storm runoff impacts on the local and sub-regional storm drainage systems, and,
if warranted, require new development to provide adequate drainage facilities and
mitigate increases in stormwater flows and/or cumulative increases in regional flows.
Require final drainage plans be submitted for review and approval.

CON 10.6:

Flood Mitigation Activities/Programs. Continue to implement existing flood mitigation
activities and programs, including the following:

CON 10.6a:

Inspect and clean all storm water catch basins and culverts on a monthly schedule.

CON 10.6b:

Inspect and clean catch basins owned and operated by the Los Angeles Flood Control
District in key locations within the City prior to storm events.

CON 10.6c:

Schedule street cleaning to remove organic and nonorganic debris from roadways to
mitigate or reduce debris entering catch basins.

CON 10.6d:

Replace old cast iron pipes with more ductile iron pipes, to be more resilient in the
event of a flood hazard.

CON 12.2:

Permeable Surfaces. Require the use of landscaping and permeable service treatments
in new developments as alternatives to nonpermeable surfaces, and explore the
feasibility of retrofitting existing large asphalt surfaces in the community such as alleys,
parking lots, and driveways into more permeable alternatives.
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Safety Element
S 4.1:

Flood Mitigation Design. Require that new development incorporate sufficient
measures to mitigate flood hazards, including the design of onsite drainage systems
linking with citywide storm drainage, gradation of the site so that runoff does not
impact adjacent properties or structures on the site, and elevation of the structures
above any flooding elevation.

S 4.2:

Permeable Surface Area. Require the use of permeable surfaces for new development
and redevelopment, including alleys and driveways for residential, commercial, and City
properties.

S 4.3:

Storm Drain Clearance. Research and implement new technologies to prevent trash
and debris from entering storm water drains.

S 4.6:

Facility Use or Storage of Hazardous Materials. Require that all new facilities storing,
using, or otherwise involved with substantial quantities of on-site hazardous materials
within flood zones comply with standards of elevation, anchoring, and flood proofing,
and that hazardous materials be stored in watertight containers.

The City has made progress in implementing the above policies by accomplishing the following:
•

•

•

•

Storm system capacities were evaluated as part of the IWRMP. The draft IWRMP was completed
in 2020 and adopted in 2021. The stormwater section of the IWRMP listed storm drain system
recommended to be upgraded to meet the runoff volume from a 100-year storm event and
reduction of alley flooding as result of assessing and improving alley drains.
Catch Basins: The City completed the installation of trash-excluders and full capture devices on all
catch basins to meet the Trash Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) requirements. As a result, the
City will be upgrading its catch basin cleaning program to prevent flooding and vector issues that
are associated with filled catch basins. The retrofitted catch basins treat 96 percent of the City’s
drainage areas. The 4 percent non-treated areas are a result of the current Metropolitan
Transportation Authority (MTA) subway projects where these basins have not been retrofitted
and the 3 percent drainage areas where small catch basins reside. By Fiscal Year (FY) 21-22, the
City will be performing a Daily Generation Rate (DGR) study to see if the City meets its trash and
debris compliance requirement.
The City also completed the feasibility evaluation of the La Cienega Park Regional Stormwater
Project where it is designed to capture 21 acre-feet of urban runoff and discharge it to the sewer
to increase recycled water source for the Los Angeles region. The project is currently placed on
hold pending on the La Cienega Park Master Plan which includes total renovation of the park
campus where the stormwater capture reservoir site will be put in place.
The City is partnering with The City of Culver City to construct the Culver Boulevard Median
Stormwater Regional Project, which is designed to capture 19.5 acre-feet of urban runoff from a
300-acre tributary area in the region. The City of Beverly Hills and Culver City executed a
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Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) which will provide Beverly Hills a stormwater compliance
credit of 4.4 acre-feet for its cost-sharing responsibility for the project. The project is currently
under construction and is expected to be completed by February 2022.
As the City has a minimal risk of flooding due to the completion of the Los Angeles County Flood Control
District’s Holly Hill Storm Drain upgrade project, the City has already implemented infrastructure to
reduce flooding hazards. Furthermore, while the increase in frequency and intensity of severe rainstorms
which may increase in flooding and damage to functions, the solutions are feasible and already exist. Thus
the City’s efforts warrant the relatively high Adaptive Capacity score of AC3.

4.4

Severe Storms and Extreme Weather

The City has established several policies in support of its existing disaster preparedness, response, and
recovery planning process, which are applicable to severe rain and windstorms, including:
Safety Element
S 4.1:

Flood Mitigation Design. Require that new development incorporate sufficient
measures to mitigate flood hazards, including the design of onsite drainage systems
linking with citywide storm drainage, gradation of the site so that runoff does not
impact adjacent properties or structures on the site, and elevation of the structures
above any flooding elevation.

S 4.4:

Hazard Mitigation Action Plan. Ensure that the City's Hazard Mitigation Action Plan is
evaluated annually and revised every five years, that the current mitigation strategies
addressing flood hazards are implemented where feasible, and that effective public
outreach and education is included.

S 7.1:

Emergency Operations Center. Maintain the Emergency Operations Center (EOC),
ensuring that the City has a functional EOC that meets Federal and State guidelines.

S 7.2:

Emergency Operations Plan. Review and update the City's Emergency Operations Plan
on an annual basis and submit the plan to the State for approval every five years.

S 7.4:

Emergency Funding. Review and update regularly plans and procedures that allow the
City to declare a disaster area and receive its fair share of Federal and State emergency
funds in the event of a serious emergency or disaster.

S 7.5:

Joint Effort in Emergency/Disaster Management. Ensure that emergency disaster
management is the mutual responsibility of all City Departments and a variety of
stakeholders, including the Citizen Corp Program, Beverly Hills Unified School District,
private schools, local residents, and the business community.

S 7.6:

Mutual Aid Systems. Maintain participation in local, regional, State, and national
mutual aid systems.
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S 7.7:

Emergency Drills and Exercises. Conduct emergency drills and exercises throughout the
City to test the effectiveness of emergency operation plans. Collaborate with other
agencies, jurisdictions, and stakeholders on a regular basis.

S 7.13:

Risk Assessment of Critical Facilities. Perform a risk assessment of critical City facilities,
and perform upgrades as necessary to improve security levels, including Information
Technology infrastructure such as communication, "smart city" infrastructure
improvements, and disaster recovery capability.

S 7.14:

Post-disaster Reconstruction. Participate in the development of programs and
procedures that emphasize coordination between appropriate public agencies and
private entities to remove debris and promote rapid reconstruction following a disaster
event.

S 7.15:

Disaster Technology Communication Systems. Evaluate and upgrade as necessary the
technology and communication systems that first responders and others use to
coordinate disaster response. Coordinate communications with Beverly Hills Unified
School District, regional, State and Federal entities.

The City has made progress in implementing the above policies by accomplishing the following:
•

•

•

•

The City has updated its comprehensive, Citywide Strategic Communications Plan, which will
include recommendations for technology enhancements, improved communication tools and
community outreach.
The City participates in the Los Angeles County Area A, State, and Federal emergency
preparedness tests, drills and exercises. The City regularly tests its emergency notification
system, which is capable of reaching residents and businesses alike. The City coordinated local
outreach regarding the first ever nationwide Wireless Emergency Alert. The City, through joint
powers agreements, shares information and technology with the Cities of West Hollywood
and Los Angeles, Santa Monica, Culver City, and the County of Los Angeles. This includes the
purchase of radios.
The City actively collaborates with other local, Regional, State, and Federal agencies. Staff is
encouraged to work closely with Federal, State and Regional agencies as appropriate.
Currently, the City has mutual aid agreements with the City of Los Angeles, County of Los
Angeles, County of Los Angeles Public Works, and County of Los Angeles Fire Department. The
City also has a Disaster Management Area A Joint Powers Agreement with other Westside
cities and the County of Los Angeles. The City continues to develop Memoranda of Agreement
(MOAs) with stakeholders for disaster preparedness.
The Just in Case BH program began this year and consists of emergency preparedness training,
crime prevention and communication networks for disseminating information, while negating
rumors or misleading reports. The City's primary communications platform is Everbridge as
well as Nixle text alerts in which residents and business owners sign up to receive emergency
notifications.
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A number of these policies address the risks to sensitive infrastructure and populations discussed above
in Section 3.4. Even with these policies, the adaptive capacity would be considered a score of AC2, as it
relates to extreme rain and wind events, because many of the sensitive populations, such as the elderly,
disabled, and those without access to lifelines and transportation, would likely face substantive difficulties
in adapting. As for land- and mudslides, the adaptive capacity is lower, AC1, because adaptive solutions
would be expensive and potentially unpopular. Other extreme weather (e.g., hail, fog, lightning) is rare
and poses little threat to assets in Beverly Hills, and as such, assets can adapt with little to no effort (AC4).

4.5

Temperature Changes

As stated under Section 4.1, the City has adopted policies to help reduce GHG emissions, the increase of
which would increase climate change effects and temperature change. Therefore, the policies listed in
Section 4.1 would also be applicable to temperature change impacts and sensitivities.
As the City is already accustomed to generally hot, dry temperatures, the City’s structures and roadways
are not expected to be compromised by rising temperatures. However, outdoor amenities, such as parks
and recreation facilities, may be affected. Furthermore, energy production and delivery may be
threatened as the demand for power to cool buildings will increase. Additionally, rising temperatures can
result in threatened food security and water supply, which would affect sensitive populations. The policies
that the City has in place may reduce threats to these sensitive populations, but will not eliminate the
threats. Populations such as individuals with disabilities, compromised immune systems, chronically ill,
and others will likely face substantive economic hardship in implementing feasible adaptation strategies.
Thus, the adaptive capacity related to increases in temperatures, extreme heat days, and cooling days is
rated AC2.

4.6

Wildfire

The northern portion of the City falls within the VHFHSZ for an LRA, and those areas would be at a higher
risk and greater danger of experiencing potentially devastating wildfires. Wildfire in and near the City will
continue to be an ongoing threat. As such, the City has established policies applicable to managing wildfire
risks:
Open Space Element
OS 9.5:

Sustainable Design and Operational Concepts. Use sustainable concepts and practices
in the design, materials, and operation of parks in the City, and require such concepts
with respect to open space required in new developments in the City. Such practices
may include, but are not limited to, use of drought tolerant plant palettes in landscaping
and strategic use of plants for fire protection near areas of wildland fire hazard, external
shading of building and parking lots, and landscape design that allows irrigation and
stormwater to recharge groundwater systems and filter out pollutants.
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Safety Element
S 1.1:

Water Supply Reliability. Improve water supply reliability and capacity to fight wild fires
and structure fires in the Zone 9 area, the Coldwater Canyon area, and other areas
contiguous to the City, such as City of Los Angeles and Franklin Canyon Reservoir.

S 1.2:

Property Maintenance. Continue to require property owners to conduct regular
maintenance on their properties to reduce the fire danger and maintain a fire-safe
landscape.

S 1.3:

Brush Clearance. Conduct annual inspections and enforcement of the expanded
requirement of 200 feet of brush clearance to increase defensible space around
structures in the Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone.

S 1.5:

Fire Hazard Mitigation. Require that fire hazard mitigation strategies, such as
accelerating the 2013 compliance year for replacement of all non-Class A roofs in the
VHFHSZ, are implemented and that effective public outreach and education is provided.

S 2.1:

Fire Protection Service. Continue to research and implement methods for modernizing
and improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the Fire Department in responding to
fires, suppressing fires, and mitigating fire hazards.

S 2.3:

Emergency Management Exercises. Conduct periodic fire related emergency
management exercises with City personnel and surrounding jurisdictions.

S 3.1:

Safety Standards. Continue to regularly update and enforce the City's building and fire
codes to reflect the highest and best available standards for fire safety design as well as
recommendations set forth by the "Fire Wise" assessment and Joint Wildland Interface
Task Force.

S 3.5:

Fire Protection for New and Existing Buildings. Require all new residential and
commercial buildings, all substantial renovations, and all existing buildings having fivestories or exceeding a height of 55-feet, to be equipped with an automatic fire
extinguishing system.

The City has made progress in implementing the above policies by accomplishing the following:
•
•
•

In 2010, the BHFD increased the brush clearance requirement in the VHFHSZ.
The BHFD appointed a full-time inspector assigned to the VFHFSZ areas in the City to educate
residents through the Brush Inspection Program.
The City continues to invest in ongoing pruning cycles to sustain tree health, maintain
aesthetics and protect the City’s infrastructure. A consultant review of the City’s tree related
policies and programs was commissioned with the goal of providing a holistic approach to the
policies that impact the management of the City’s public and private trees. The consultant’s
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•

•

work on the project included field analysis, analyzing inventory and management data and
gathering input from residents and the numerous City departments and policies that impact
both public and private trees. The result of this effort will be a long-term roadmap to the
management of public and private trees in the City of Beverly Hills memorialized in the
document “Urban Forest Management Plan.”
The City actively collaborates with other local, Regional, State, and Federal agencies. Staff is
encouraged to work closely with Federal, State and Regional agencies as appropriate.
Currently, the City has mutual aid agreements with the City of Los Angeles, County of Los
Angeles, County of Los Angeles Public Works, and County of Los Angeles Fire Department. The
City also has a Disaster Management Area A Joint Powers Agreement with other Westside
cities and the County of Los Angeles.
Water supply reliability in Zone 9 has been addressed with the upgrades in Reservoir 3A,
Monte Cielo pumpstation and interconnect service line from the City of Los Angeles.

The City proposes additional policies to further reduce wildfire risks:
S 1.3

Defensible Space. Conduct annual inspections and enforcement related to existing
vegetation and brush to increase defensible space around structures within the Very
High Fire Hazard Severity Zone.

S 3.6

Retrofit Existing Building and Related Infrastructure. Ensure that the needs to protect
the most critical essential public facilities and related infrastructure from climate
change hazards such as temporary inundation due to inland flooding, increased
wind/storm events, an increase in high heat days, and/or wildfire are considered at the
time at which retrofitting or expansion projects are undertaken.

S 3.7

Fuel Modification Standards. Enforce a prohibition on the planting of certain
vegetation that are considered to be undesirable and invasive due to their physical or
chemical characteristics related to flammability risk on private properties in the Very
High Fire Hazard Severity Zone, and encourage compliance with this standard in all
other areas of the City.

S 3.8

Ensure all new development and/or redevelopment within the Local Responsibility Area
(LRA) and Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone (VHFHSZ) will comply with all local
ordinance and provisions of the California Code of Regulations related to Fire Hazard
Reduction Around Buildings and Structures Regulations for LRAs and VHFHSZs, and the
most current version of the California Building Codes and California Fire Code.

S 3.9

Required Fire Plans. All new development located in the Local Responsibility Area
and/or Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zones shall be required to provide a site-specific
Fire Protection Plan (FPP) and a Fuel Modification Plan that address fuel modification
or incorporate open space and other defensible space areas, as well as multiple points
of ingress and egress before approval.
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S 3.10

New Essential Public Facilities. Locate new essential public facilities, where feasible,
outside of Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zones to ensure their reliability and
accessibility during disasters, unless the facility is designed to mitigate the hazard.

S 3.11

Post-Fire Assessment. Directly following a wildfire disaster, the City shall conduct a
post-fire assessment to identify vulnerabilities and projects that address vulnerabilities.
The goal of the post-fire assessment shall be to protect public safety, enhance access
and evacuation, and reestablish essential functional needs to communities and
ecosystems to minimize flooding, protect water quality, reduce landslide and debris
flow occurrence, and limit pollution.

As shown above, the City has established policies, programs, and ordinances to reduce the risk of wildfires,
such as increasing fire resistance of structures and changes in landscaping and vegetation. However, even
with the addition of new policies, threats to structures and functions from wildfires will remain due to the
presence of VHFHSZ within the City. According to the City’s wildfire assessment, it is widely understood
that “changes in landscaping choices such as a noncombustible zone around structures, and vegetation
reduction can reduce [the risk of wildfire behavior and fire spread]” and “changes in landscaping
techniques, vegetation choices, defensible space initiatives, home hardening and long-term maintenance
have proven overwhelmingly to help reduce losses during wildfire events.” 66 However, the report also
concludes that changes in landscaping choices prioritizing fire reduction “significantly impact privacy
issues and traditional paradigms of ‘attractive landscaping’ for many people, causing a negative reaction
or outright refusal to change.” 67 More stringent, more restrictive adaptive measures are expensive or
politically unpopular. Thus, the adaptive capacity related to wildfire is rated AC1.

5. Vulnerability Scoring – What are the outcomes of the Vulnerability
Assessment?
Following the approach as referenced within the SCAG Southern California Climate Adaptation Planning
Guide, each sensitivity’s impact score and adaptive capacity score are combined, which results in a
vulnerability score, ranging from V0 (low) to V5 (high), as shown in Table 5: Vulnerability Scoring Matrix.
The following table illustrates how a sensitivity’s impact score and adaptive capacity score combine to
create a vulnerability score. For example, a low impact score and high adaptive capacity score results in a
low vulnerability score, while the opposite results in a higher vulnerability score.
Table 5: Vulnerability Scoring Matrix

Ada
ptiv
e

Impact Score

66
67

AC0

IM0

IM1

IM2

IM3

IM4

V2

V3

V4

V5

V5

Wildfire DefenseWorks, A Wildfire Assessment Report for Beverly Hills, page 53.
Wildfire DefenseWorks, A Wildfire Assessment Report for Beverly Hills, page 53.
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AC1

V1

V2

V3

V4

V5

AC2

V1

V1

V2

V3

V4

AC3

V0

V1

V1

V2

V3

AC4

V0

V0

V0

V1

V2

Table 6: Summary of Vulnerability Assessment Scores summarizes the impact scores and adaptive
capacity scores related to each of the six potential climate change induced environmental stressors. The
vulnerability score ranges from V0 (low) to V5 (high).
Table 6: Summary of Vulnerability Assessment Scores
Topic

Air Quality
Precipitation Changes
Average Local Rainfall
Drought/Water Supply
Flooding
Severe Storms and Extreme Weather
Severe Rain
Extreme Weather
Landslides
Temperature Changes
Wildfire

5.1

Impact Score
IM1

Adaptive Capacity
Score
AC1

Vulnerability
Score
V2

IM0
IM2
IM1

AC2
AC2
AC3

V1
V2
V1

IM1 and IM2
IM1
IM1
IM2
IM2

AC2
AC4
AC1
AC2
AC1

V1 and V2
V0
V2
V2
V3

Air Quality

An increase in air quality hazards has an impact score of IM1 as many of the functions within the City that
would be directly or indirectly impacted by increasing pollutant levels would be minimal and not likely to
occur. Further, due to the demographic of the City, the impact from air quality to most populations, and
to public health and quality of life, is considered low. The adaptive capacity score of the potentially
impacted functions and sensitive populations of AC1 as actions may be unpopular and would require
lifestyle changes. The impact score of IM1 and adaptive capacity score of AC1 results in a vulnerability
score of V2.

5.2

Precipitation Changes

Increases in annual average local rainfall amounts has a very low impact score of IM0. The increase in
rainfall would be minimal and gradual, and the adaptive capacity of structures, functions, and populations
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may face substantial difficulties in adapting, with a score of AC2. The impact score of IM0 and adaptive
capacity score of AC2 results in a vulnerability score of V1 for changes in average local rainfall.
Threats to the quantity and quality of the water supply and local drought conditions combined with a
marked decline in overall quality of life for sensitive populations result in an impact score of IM2. Although
threats to water supply can be reduced, the adaptive capacity score would be AC2. The resultant
vulnerability score would be V2.

5.3

Flooding

The performance of the potentially impacted assets and services may be somewhat degraded on occasion,
but would not be expected to impact sensitive receptors more than the general population, resulting in
an impact score of IM1. With the incorporation of numerous policies and the completion of the Los
Angeles County Flood Control District’s Holly Hill Storm Drain upgrade project, adaptive capacity would
be limited, resulting in an adaptive capacity score of AC3. The overall vulnerability score is V1.

5.4

Severe Storms and Extreme Weather

As discussed above, an impact score of IM1 was assigned to water infrastructure and IM2 to functions
and sensitive populations related to severe rain. The City’s policies to address risks to sensitive
infrastructure and populations would still result in sensitive populations facing substantive difficulties in
adapting, resulting in an adaptive capacity score of AC2. Thus, the vulnerability to severe rain garners a
vulnerability score of V1 for infrastructure and V2 for functions and sensitive populations.
The impact from extreme weather will be minimal, IM1. Structures, functions, and populations can adapt
easily, AC4. The result is a vulnerability score of V0.
Land- or mudslides could result in the loss of structures, communication infrastructure, or transportation
infrastructure (i.e., roadways), which would be considered an impact score of IM1. The City is aware of
the hazards and recommended mitigation activities and regulations in the LHMAP. However, adaptive
solutions are potentially expensive and potentially unpopular, earning an AC1. The combination of impact
score and adaptive capacity results in a vulnerability score of V2 for landslides and mudslides.

5.5

Temperature Changes

Sensitive populations (e.g., seniors, children, individuals with disabilities, compromised immune systems,
or chronic illnesses, individuals without access to lifelines, low-income communities, renters, and seasonal
residents and the unhoused) are most at risk from impacts due to temperature changes. These impacts
would be considered an IM2 for buildings, functions, and sensitive populations. Even with this robust list
of policies, threats to sensitive populations can be reduced but not eliminated. Certain populations, such
as low-income individuals, will face substantive economic hardship in implementing feasible adaptation
strategies. Thus, the adaptive capacity related to increases in temperatures, extreme heat days, and
cooling days is rated AC2. This combination results in a vulnerability score of V2.
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5.6

Wildfire

Due to the presence of VHFHSZ in the northern portion of the City, the potential for increased wildfires,
and the burden to sensitive populations, the impact score for wildfires would be IM2. Although the City is
taking steps to minimize the risk, further adaptive solutions are expensive and/or politically unpopular,
and the adaptive capacity is AC1. Thus, the vulnerability score would be V3.
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City of Beverly Hills – Environmental Justice Strategy
“Environmental justice" is defined in California law as the fair treatment of people of all races, cultures,
and incomes with respect to the development, adoption, implementation, and enforcement of
environmental laws, regulations, and policies. (Cal. Gov. Code, § 65040.12, subd. (e).)

1. Senate Bill 1000 – Environmental Justice in Local Land Use Planning
Senate Bill (SB) 1000 - Environmental Justice in Local Land Use Planning (2015-2016), amended California’s
Planning and Zoning Law to require local governments to identify disadvantaged communities and
incorporate environmental justice (EJ) into their general plans. The purpose of SB 1000 is to provide
transparent public engagement in local government planning and decision making, to reduce pollutants
associated with health risk in environmental justice communities, and to promote equitable access to
health-inducing benefits such as healthy food options, housing, public facilities, and recreation.
SB 1000 added to the required elements of the general plan an environmental justice element, or related
goals, policies, and objectives integrated into other elements, that identifies disadvantaged communities,
as defined, within the area covered by the general plan of the city, county, or city and county, if the city,
county, or city and county has a disadvantaged community. “Disadvantaged communities” means an area
identified by the California Environmental Protection Agency (CalEPA) pursuant to Section 39711 of the
Health and Safety Code or an area that is a low-income area that is disproportionately affected by
environmental pollution and other hazards that can lead to negative health effects, exposure, or
environmental degradation. (Gov. Code, § 65302, subd. (h)(4)(A)). Cities and counties are required, on or
after January 1, 2018, upon the adoption or revision of two or more elements concurrently, to:
•
•

•
•

adopt an environmental justice element, or include related environmental justice goals, policies,
and objectives integrated in other elements,
identify objectives and policies to reduce the unique or compounded health risks in disadvantaged
communities, by means that include, but are not limited to, the reduction of pollution exposure,
including the improvement of air quality, and the promotion of public facilities, food access, safe
and sanitary homes, and physical activity,
identify objectives and policies to promote civil engagement in the public decision-making
process, and
identify objectives and policies that prioritize improvements and programs that address the needs
of disadvantaged communities.

2. Relevant Guidance and Related Laws
The State of California Office of Planning and Research (OPR) is required to adopt and periodically revise
the State’s General Plan Guidelines (GPG) for the preparation and content of general plans for all cities
and counties in California. The GPG serves as the “how-to” resource for drafting a general plan and was

1

last updated comprehensively in 2017. OPR issues technical advisories that supplement the GPG to reflect
new information or requirements. Chapter 4: Required Elements, was most recently updated, in June
2020, to incorporate Subsection 4.8, Environmental Justice Element (referred to as “EJ Guidance”).1 The
GPG serves as the primary source regarding requirements, methodology, best practices, and tools for the
City of Beverly Hills (City) to form its Environmental Justice Strategy.
OPR’s EJ guidance includes:
•
•
•
•

•
•

A brief history of EJ in California
A summary of Senate Bill 1000 (2016), which established EJ requirements for general plans under
Government Code Section 65302(h);
A summary of the regulatory and policy context related to EJ;
Guidance for determining whether an EJ element or equivalent is required in a local jurisdiction,
including identifying the location of disadvantaged communities (as defined in Gov. Code, §
65302, subd. (h)(4)(A)) as well as the nature of their environmental burdens, health risks, and
needs;
Guidance for community engagement when addressing EJ and disadvantaged communities; and
Guidance for developing EJ goals, policies, and programs that address the unique and
compounded health risks in disadvantaged communities and prioritize improvements and
programs that meet the needs of disadvantaged communities.

In addition, the City relied upon principles set forth in the Community Engagement and Outreach, Healthy
Communities, and Equitable and Resilient Communities Chapters as well as the Air Quality and Safety
element sections within the GPG Required Elements Chapter.
Prior to the passage of SB 1000, the Legislature passed SB 535 (2012, de Leon) directing the CalEPA to
create and maintain an EJ Program and an EJ Task Force to facilitate the use of environmental justice
considerations in compliance and enforcement programs and enhance communications with community
members to maximize benefits in disproportionately impacted areas. The legislation gave CalEPA
responsibility for identifying those communities.
SB 535 directed that 25 percent of the proceeds from the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund go to projects
that provide a benefit to disadvantaged communities. In 2016, the Legislature passed Assembly Bill (AB)
1550 (Gomez), which now requires that 25 percent of proceeds from the fund be spent on projects located
in disadvantaged communities.

3. Methodology to Determine the Existence of Disadvantaged Communities
Local jurisdictions are required to incorporate EJ in their general plan if they have a disadvantaged
community and are concurrently adopting or revising two or more elements of their general plan. OPR
1

State of California Office of Planning and Research, General Plan Guidelines, Chapter 4: Required Elements, June
2020. Available at https://opr.ca.gov/docs/20200706-GPG_Chapter_4_EJ.pdf. Accessed December 7, 2021.
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strongly encourages jurisdictions without formally defined disadvantaged communities to consider
creating an optional EJ element in order to promote equity and protect human health in their community.
The GPG suggests the following steps in determining 1) whether the EJ element is mandatory for a specific
jurisdiction; and, if so, 2) pathways for compliance. An overview of each step is presented in the GPG as
Figure 1, Process for Determining and Addressing EJ Requirements, within 4.8 Environmental Justice
Element, and reproduced below.

Source: State of California Office of Planning and Research, General Plan Guidelines, Chapter 4: Required
Elements, June 2020, page 9.
As previously discussed, “disadvantaged communities” means an area identified by the CalEPA pursuant
to Section 39711 of the Health and Safety Code or an area that is a low-income area that is
disproportionately affected by environmental pollution and other hazards that can lead to negative health
effects, exposure, or environmental degradation. (Gov. Code, § 65302, subd. (h)(4)(A)).
The statute further defines “low-income area” to mean “an area with household incomes at or below 80
percent of the statewide median-income or with household incomes at or below the threshold designated
as low-income by the Department of Housing and Community Development’s list of state income limits
adopted pursuant to Section 50093.” (Gov. Code, § 65302, subd. (h)(4)(C)). Based on the statutory
language in Government Code Section 65302(h), there are essentially three potential definitions for a
disadvantaged community. Jurisdictions have the discretion to choose which definitions to apply. Local
3

jurisdictions are encouraged to conduct a thorough screening analysis of their planning area using all three
definitions and then verify the findings with local or regional agencies and community input to ensure that
disadvantaged communities are properly identified.
OPR recommends the following methods for the disadvantaged community screening analysis (see the
GPG’s Figure 2, Recommended Screening Process for Identifying Disadvantaged Communities, within 4.8
Environmental Justice Element, reproduced below, which illustrates this process):

Source: State of California Office of Planning and Research, General Plan Guidelines, Chapter 4: Required
Elements, June 2020, page 11.
1. Map the planning area census tracts that have a combined score of 75% or higher in
CalEnviroScreen.
2. Map the planning area census tracts at or below statewide median income.
3. Map the planning area census tracts at or below the Department of Housing and Community
Development’s state income limits.
4. Incorporate community-specific data and examine for additional pollution burden.
The California Communities Environmental Health Screening Tool (“CalEnviroScreen”) is a data tool
developed by CalEPA’s Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA). CalEnviroScreen
provides Statewide data that can be used to identify communities disproportionately impacted by, or
vulnerable to, environmental pollution and contaminants. The mapping tool contains 13 indicators related
to pollution burden and eight indicators that track population characteristics and other vulnerabilities.
The environmental pollution indicators include air quality and harmful emissions (including pesticides),
drinking water and groundwater, traffic, hazardous and solid waste, and toxic releases and cleanups.
Population characteristics include rates of asthma, cardiovascular disease, and low birth-weight infants,
education attainment, housing burden, linguistic isolation, unemployment, and poverty. CalEnviroScreen
is used by CalEPA to aid in administering environmental justice grants, promote compliance with
environmental laws, prioritize site-cleanup activities and identify opportunities for sustainable economic
development. It is also being used to identify disadvantaged communities in California, pursuant to SB 535
and AB 1550 and Health and Safety Code Section 39711.
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The tool ranks each census tract, establishing an overall score based on the product of the “pollution
burden” and the “population characteristics”, and presents the results as numeric percentiles. Pollution
burden scores for each census tract are derived from the average percentiles of the seven exposures
indicators (ozone and PM2.5 concentrations, diesel PM emissions, drinking water contaminants,
children’s lead risk from housing, pesticide use, toxic releases from facilities, and traffic density) and the
five environmental effects indicators (cleanup sites, impaired water bodies, groundwater threats,
hazardous waste facilities and generators, and solid waste sites and facilities), Population Characteristics
for each census tract are derived from the average percentiles for the three sensitive populations
indicators (asthma, cardiovascular disease, and low birth weight) and the five socioeconomic factors
indicators (educational attainment, housing-burdened low-income households, linguistic isolation,
poverty, and unemployment). Additional details are available from OEHHA.2 A score of 75 or 75th
percentile (also referred to as the upper quartile), for example, means that three fourths of all California
census tracts scored at a lower (less impacted) level and only one fourth were more impacted.

4. Environmental Justice Stakeholder Interviews
The GPG suggests a City conduct early community engagement during the screening process. This
outreach should include and prioritize low-income communities, communities of color, sensitive
populations, and tribal governments, as well as organizations focused on public health and EJ. Targeted
outreach with EJ stakeholders should strive to ensure that the location of disadvantaged communities as
well as the nature of their environmental burdens, concerns, and needs are accurately identified.
The City developed a list of agencies and other nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) that could provide
relevant input. 3 The City’s consultant, Kimley-Horn and Associates, contacted these agencies and NGOs,
and conducted stakeholder interviews intended to identify potential EJ issues and opportunities in
disadvantaged communities and the entire City. Representatives from three organizations agreed to
participate (see Attachment A). These discussions sought meaningful engagement with underserved
populations in disadvantaged and underserved communities, the aging population, and communities who
do not speak English as their primary language. Survey results were fairly consistent and identified
populations within the City with lower-than-average income levels and/or experiencing intermittent or
housing insecurity. All three representatives acknowledged that the City provides multiple grants and
partnerships to assist residents in need.

2

3

Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA), CalEnviroScreen. Available at
https://oehha.ca.gov/media/downloads/calenviroscreen/report/calenviroscreen40reportf2021.pdf. Accessed
December 29, 2021.
City
of
Beverly
Hills,
Human
Services
Community
Partners.
Available
at
http://www.beverlyhills.org/departments/communityservices/humanservicesdivision/humanservicescommunit
ypartners/. Accessed December 13, 2021.
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5. Analysis of the City of Beverly Hills
Data was downloaded from CalEnviroScreen 4.0 and analyzed to determine if communities within Beverly
Hills meet the definition of a “disadvantaged community.” Three sets of data were used to determine the
pollution burden and income level of the citizens of Beverly Hills, at the census tract level.
In accordance with the suggested methodology (see Section 3, Methodology to Determine the Existence
of Disadvantaged Communities, above), Figure 1, CalEnviroScreen 4.0 Data by Census Tract, presents the
CalEnviroScreen total pollution burden data. Figures 2, Household Median Income Greater Than Statewide
Median Income by Census Tract, and 3, Household Median-Income Greater Than State Income Limit by
Census Tract, map the household median-income greater than the Statewide median income and those
household incomes greater than the Department of Housing and Community Development’s (HCD) State
income limits, respectively. Each is described in detail below.
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Figure 1: CalEnviroScreen 4.0 Data by Census Tract
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Figure 2: Household Median Income Greater Than Statewide Median Income by Census Tract
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Figure 3. Household Median-Income Greater Than State Income Limit by Census Tract
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As illustrated in Figure 1, based on CalEPA’s latest data regarding the 13 pollution burden indices and eight
population characteristics, the seven census tracts within the City of Beverly Hills’ boundaries scored
between 25 and 55 percent of the Statewide average. The census tract with the highest CalEnviroScreen
score, No. 06037700802, located in the southeast of the City, garnered a score of 50-55 percent, meaning
about 45-50 percent of the State’s census tracts experience worse environmental exposure and effects
than this census tract. None of the census tracts within the City of Beverly Hills’ boundaries scored at 75
percent or higher level. Data regarding some of the pollution indices of interest are provided below.
As illustrated in Figure 2, based on CalEPA’s data, all seven census tracts within the City have a median
household income greater the State median income level. As shown in Figure 3, all seven census tracts
have a median income greater than the State income limit. A comparison of Figures 2 and 3 shows that
the seven census tracts with median household incomes greater than the HCD’s State income limit are
also greater than the State median income level.
As recommended in the GPG, the results from all three data sets (CalEnviroScreen, income greater than
Statewide median income, and income greater than the HCD’s State income limit) were combined to
screen for the presence of disadvantaged communities. The results are presented in Figure 4, Screening
Process for Identifying Disadvantaged Communities. As shown in the legend to Figure 4, the solid shading,
from green to yellow, represents the CalEnviroScreen scores, as represented in Figure 1. The hashing
indicates those tracts with households greater than the HCD’s State median income level, as represented
in Figure 2. The dots indicate those census tracts with households greater than the State income limit, as
represented in Figure 3. The seven census tracts within Beverly Hills are greater than both the State
median income levels and the HCD State income limits. No census tracts within Beverly Hills contain
households below the State median income levels and HCD State income limits. Therefore, none of the
seven census tracts within the City of Beverly Hills meet the definition of a disadvantaged community
based on the combination of the CalEnviroScreen and income levels.
However, because CalEnviroScreen presents data at the census tract level, the City may include smaller
communities and neighborhoods that could be considered disadvantaged. Thus, further examination of
community input and other individual pollution burden indicators is needed to complete the screening
process for possible disadvantaged communities. According to the GPG, “disadvantaged communities” is
defined as an area identified by the CalEPA pursuant to Section 39711 of the Health and Safety Code or
an area that is a low-income area that is disproportionately affected by environmental pollution or other
hazards that can lead to negative health effects, exposure, or environmental degradation.
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Figure 4. Screening Process for Identifying Disadvantaged Communities
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As recommended in the GPG, the City evaluated individual pollution burdens. The City chose to focus on
those indicators related to air quality, specifically the criteria pollutants ozone and fine particulate matter
(with diameters less than 2.5 microns, PM2.5), and the toxic air contaminant (TAC) diesel particulate
matter (DPM). The City has established a number of policies in the Open Space Element, Circulation
Element, Conservation Element, and Safety Element to the General Plan that would aim to reduce air
pollutant emissions (including criteria pollutants and greenhouse gases [GHGs]) and exposure within
sensitive populations.
The CalEnviroScreen 4.0 data for ozone, PM2.5, and DPM are shown in Figure 5, CalEnviroScreen Values
for Ozone; Figure 6, CalEnviroScreen Values for PM2.5; and Figure 7, CalEnviroScreen Values for DPM,
respectively. The three figures show how the City’s ambient air quality compares to Statewide levels. In
general, the scale goes from low levels (deep green) to high levels (deep red); however, the specific color
may not equate to the same percentile for different pollutants.
As shown in Figure 5, the population in census tract No. 06037700600, located north of Santa Monica
Boulevard, scored in the 64th percentile for ozone. The remainder of the City scored in the range of 54
through 63. Being at the base of mountains can lead to stagnant air masses and locally elevated levels of
photochemical ozone. However, ozone is a pollutant of regional concern, and the South Coast Air Quality
Management District (SCAQMD) is tasked with promulgating rules and regulations to bring the entire
South Coast Air Basin (Air Basin or Basin) into compliance with applicable National Ambient Air Quality
Standards (NAAQS) for ozone by 2032 (for the 2008 form of the standard) and 2038 (for the more stringent
2015 form of the standard). Ozone levels in the Basin have dropped dramatically and steadily over the
last 40 years 4 but remain elevated in the inland portions of the Basin. Review of the latest monitoring
data 5 show that the region which includes Beverly Hills, the “Northwest Coastal LA County” area, had
fewer than eight days during which ozone exceeded NAAQSs, whereas the most impacted portion of Los
Angeles County experienced 97 days in excess of standards. Therefore, ozone would not normally be
considered overly burdensome to people residing or working in Beverly Hills.
As shown in Figure 6, the population in census tract No. 06037700801, located south of Santa Monica
Boulevard, scored in the 70th percentile for PM2.5, with the remainder of the City scoring in the range of
63rd through 69th percentile. As shown in Figure 7, the population in census tract No. 06037701000 scored
in the 88th percentile for DPM, with the remainder of the City scoring in the range of 39th through 73rd
percentile. While overall census tract scores for PM2.5 and DPM in Beverly Hills are not among the highest
in the State, there is a correlation between PM2.5 and DPM scores and proximity to major arterials and
truck routes.6

4
5
6

SCAQMD, Historical Ozone Air Quality Trends, http://www.aqmd.gov/home/air-quality/historical-air-qualitydata/historic-ozone-air-quality-trends . Accessed December 14, 2021
SCAQMD, Historical Data by Year http://www.aqmd.gov/docs/default-source/air-quality/historical-data-byyear/aq2020card_final.pdf?sfvrsn=4 . Accessed December 14, 2021
City
of
Beverly
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General
Plan
Circulation
Element,
Map
CIR3.
Available
at
https://www.beverlyhills.org/cbhfiles/storage/files/filebank/9117--11_Map_CIR3_TruckRoutes_111.pdf.
Accessed December 13, 2021.
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Unlike ozone, which is more regional in nature with pollutants transported great distances in the
atmosphere, PM tends to concentrate near to the source of the emissions, which for Beverly Hills is likely
trucks utilizing Santa Monica Boulevard. As shown in Figures 6 and 7, the census tracts south of Santa
Monica Boulevard have higher reported levels of PM2.5 and DPM than those north of Santa Monica
Boulevard. The SCAQMD maintains a network of 39 air pollutant monitoring stations throughout the Air
Basin, 17 of which are In Los Angeles County. Only nine monitor PM2.5, and none are near to Beverly
Hills. PM is monitored at only four stations in the county year-round (and thus used for regulatory
purposes); these locations were purposefully selected because these are areas with higher levels of
sources and activities that emit PM, such as central Los Angeles, south central Los Angeles, the port
communities, and west San Fernando Valley. Therefore, the local differences in PM2.5 and DPM impacts
shown in CalEnviroScreen cannot be fully explained.
Since 1986, the SCAQMD has been monitoring and calculating carcinogenic risk from exposure to air borne
toxic air contaminants (TACs), including but not limited to DPM, periodically releasing updated Multiple
Air Toxics Exposure Study (MATES) reports. The latest report, MATES V, was released in September 2021,
and confirms that the total cancer risk posed by air borne TACs continues to decrease Basin-wide. It also
shows that cancer risk from airborne TACs in the Beverly Hills area is generally at or slightly below the
basin wide average, which is approximately half of the risk predicted along major transportation
(interstate) routes, and approximately one third of the peak cancer risk calculated near the ports 7.
The SCAQMD and California Air Resources Board (CARB) have recently promulgated aggressive rules and
regulations targeting trucks and the goods movement industry. For example, CARB’s Advanced Clean
Truck regulation requires manufacturers who to sell zero-emissions trucks and vehicles as an increasing
percentage of their annual sales from 2024 to 2035. When fully implemented, these will dramatically
reduce PM2.5 and DPM along major roadways and highways, such as Santa Monica Boulevard, and basin
wide. Nonetheless, as discussed more below, exposure to PM2.5 and DPM may still pose a risk to
vulnerable populations.

7

SCAQMD, MATES V, Figure ES-6, September 24, 2021. Available at http://www.aqmd.gov/docs/defaultsource/planning/mates-v/mates-v-final-report-9-24-21.pdf?sfvrsn=6. Accessed December 14, 2021.
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Figure 5: CalEnviroScreen Values for Ozone
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Figure 6: CalEnviroScreen Values for PM2.5
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Figure 7: CalEnviroScreen Values for DPM
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The potential human health effects from ozone and PM2.5 exposure, according to CARB, includes: 8,9
•

•

Ozone can damage the tissues of the respiratory tract, causing inflammation and irritation, and
result in symptoms such as coughing, chest tightness and worsening of asthma symptoms. Ozone
in sufficient doses increases the permeability of lung cells, rendering them more susceptible to
toxins and microorganisms. The occurrence and severity of health effects from ozone exposure
vary widely among individuals, even when the dose and the duration of exposure are the same.
A number of adverse health impacts have been associated with exposure to PM2.5. Short-term
exposures (up to 24-hours duration) have been associated with premature mortality, increased
hospital admissions for heart or lung causes, acute and chronic bronchitis, asthma attacks,
emergency room visits, respiratory symptoms, and restricted activity days. These adverse health
effects have been reported primarily in infants, children, and older adults with preexisting heart
or lung diseases. In addition, of all of the common air pollutants, PM2.5 is associated with the
greatest proportion of adverse health effects related to air pollution, both in the United States
and world-wide based on the World Health Organization’s Global Burden of Disease Project. Longterm (months to years) exposure to PM2.5 has been linked to premature death, particularly in
people who have chronic heart or lung diseases, and reduced lung function growth in children.

As previously discussed, the highest PM2.5 and DPM pollution burdens are south of Santa Monica
Boulevard where there are higher CalEnviroScreen scores. As noted in the 2021-2029 Housing Element,
the City of Beverly Hills has identified parcels (e.g., opportunity sites) with capacity to accommodate the
City’s required increase in housing units as depicted in the 2021-2029 Housing Element.
Although Figures 1 and 2 show that there are no census tracts in the City that are below the State median
income and HCD State income limits, the City’s 2021-2029 Housing Element’s data from HCD indicates
that there are parcels with historically low-income population, non-White population, or disabled
populations. These areas are located south of Santa Monica Boulevard and are in areas with higher
CalEnviroScreen scores for PM2.5 and DPM. While the concentrations of PM2.5 and DPM in the census
tracts south of Santa Monica Boulevard are higher than the other census tracts north of Santa Monica
Boulevard, the City experiences better-than-average pollution burden scores relative to the remainder of
the South Coast Air Basin. However, increased exposure to PM2.5 and DPM to the vulnerable populations
in those census tracts would result in greater health risk due to increased exposure from diesel engine
exhaust on heavily-traveled roadways, lack of resources to reduce air pollutant concentrations (e.g.,
filters), or the insufficient access to medical care related to respiratory diseases. The City has implemented
policies or adopted guidance from CARB and SCAG to decrease the impacts of air pollutants on sensitive
populations.

8
9

California Air Resources Board, Health & Environmental Effects of Ozone. Available at
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/fact-sheets/health-effects-ozone. Accessed December 13, 2021.
California Air Resources Board, Inhalable Particulate Matter and Health (PM2.5 and PM10). Available at
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/inhalable-particulate-matter-and-health. Accessed December 13, 2021.
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Based on the latest California Green Building Standards (CALGreen) Code (2019), newly constructed
residential structures (as well as additions and alterations to existing buildings) are required to install at
least a Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value (MERV) 13 filter. Therefore, new residential developments in
the opportunity sites would be required to provide at a minimum MERV 13 filters. In addition to the
requirements from the CALGreen Code, the City is considering exposure reduction strategies such as:
•

•
•

Explore enhanced air filtration systems for new residential or mixed-use developments with
residential components located adjacent to Santa Monica Boulevard, Wilshire Boulevard, and La
Cienega Boulevard between Wilshire Boulevard and Gregory Way. New residential or mixed-use
developments may choose to perform an exposure reduction study, including a quantitative a
health risk assessment performed in accordance with SCAQMD-recommended procedures, to
determine if and to what level exposure reduction strategies should be employed. These could
include, but are not limited to:
o Enhanced MERV filtration (i.e., MERV 14 or above);
o Locate intakes in a manner to reduce indoor PM exposure;
o Consideration of inoperable windows on street-facing facades; or
o Planting of specific species of trees and vegetation known to have PM-reducing effects.
For new commercial components that are adjacent to residential developments, consider
Transport Refrigeration Unit (TRU) plug-ins.
Promote multimodal transportation options along Santa Monica Boulevard, Wilshire Boulevard,
and La Cienega Boulevard between Wilshire Boulevard and Gregory Way.

6. Conclusion
The analyses performed in accordance with the GPG found the following:
•
•
•
•

•

The combined CalEnviroScreen scores for all seven census tracts in the City are below the 75
percent level established by statute (SB 1000);
All census tracts within the City of Beverly Hills have median household incomes at or above the
State median-income level and HCD State income limit;
Although community outreach efforts identified specific communities of concern, they did not
indicate substantial numbers of individuals within the City; and
Overall, the air quality in Beverly Hills for pollutants such as ozone, PM2.5, and DPM are consistent
with or better than the air quality experienced by the majority of the populated areas of the South
Coast Air Basin.
However, the CalEnviroScreen tool scores the pollution burden in census tracts south of Santa
Monica Boulevard relatively higher for PM2.5 and DPM. .Thus, since the Housing Element
identified many opportunities sites in census tracts south of Santa Monica Boulevard which
experience higher than average PM2.5 and DPM scores and are historically home to lower-income
populations, non-White populations, or disabled populations, the City is considering adoption of
policies including but not limited to those listed above.
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Based on this analysis, the City does not identify any communities meeting the definition of a
disadvantaged community under SB 1000. Therefore, in accordance with SB 1000 and OPR’s guidance,
the inclusion of an EJ Element, or EJ policies in other required General Plan Elements, is voluntary.
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Attachment A
Environmental Justice Outreach
Phone Surveys
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The City of Beverly Hills is committed to assisting our community and the larger Westside region with a variety of
human services. Through community assistance grant funding, we have established partnerships with a number of
local and regional agencies and organizations that provide services the City cannot provide directly.
Interested in becoming a community partner? Read about the Community Assistance Grant Funding proposal
process.
For additional information, contact the Office of Human Services at (310) 285-1006.
Affordable Living for the Aging
Contact: (213) 261-3862
www.alaseniorliving.org
Matches roommates with local seniors seeking additional monthly income by renting a room in their home.
All Saints Homeless Assistance Program
Contact: (310) 275-0123
www.allsaintsbh.org
Provides weekly hot meals, case management, and alternatives to living on the streets.
Bet Tzedek Legal Services
Contact: (323) 939-0506 x499
www.bettzedek.org
Provides legal services to seniors living in Beverly Hills and housing rights legal services to individuals living in
Beverly Hills.
Beverly Hills Active Adult Club
Contact: (310) 285-6843
Assists local seniors with opportunities for entertainment, education, wellness and social activities at Roxbury
Park.
www.beverlyhills.org/departments/communityservices/humanservicesdivision/humanservicescommunitypartners/
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Human Services Community Partners

Beverly Hills Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR)
Contact: (310) 281-2753
www.bhcpr.org
Provides training in life savings techniques of CPR, as well as the use of AED's (automated external defibrillators),
first aid and how to assist a choking victim.
Beverly Hills Education Foundation (BHEF)
Contact: (310) 557-0651
www.bhef.org
Ensures excellence in the Beverly Hills school system through fundraising and connecting school families with the
community.
Chiron Center, Inc.
Contact: (855) 343-6012
www.chironcenter.org
Provider, 24/7 on scene support, information and referral to Beverly Hills Community members affected by trauma
or serious loss during the initial hours after a critical incident.
Collins & Katz Family YMCA
Contact: (310) 477-1511
www.ymcala.org
Food distribution program.
ETTA
Contact: (818) 985-3882
www.etta.org
Provides services to individuals with special needs, and their families.
Jewish Family Service - Los Angeles
Contact: (323) 937-5900
www.jfsla.org
Provides case management for residents 55 and older with social worker, Lisa Shainberg, MSW.
Jewish Free Loan Association
Contact: (323) 761-8830
www.jfla.org
Interest free loans to provide residents a path to self-efficiency and well being.
The Maple Counseling Center
Contact: (310) 271-9999
www.tmcc.org
Low-fee mental health counseling; senior peer counseling for life transitions related to loss and aging.The
Miracle Project
Contact: (310) 829-7034
themiracleproject.org
The Miracle Project encourages individuals with autism, other disabilities and all abilities to develop social and job
skills, enhance communication, increase self-awareness, and confidence, ease anxiety and find joy in experience.
OUR HOUSE Grief Support Center
Contact: (310) 473-1511
www.beverlyhills.org/departments/communityservices/humanservicesdivision/humanservicescommunitypartners/
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Human Services Community Partners

www.ourhouse-grief.org
Grief support and counseling.
People Assisting The Homeless (PATH)
Contact: (323) 644-2216
www.epath.org
Provides "a hand up, not a handout" and shelter beds for chronically homeless individuals in our community.
Saban Community Clinic
Appointments: (323) 653-8622
www.thesabanfreeclinic.org
Free medical and dental care, behavioral and social services for people in need.
Safe Parking LA
Contact: (323) 210-3375
www.safeparkingla.org
Safe parking lots for Homeless individuals and families.
Step Up on Second
Contact: (310) 394-6889
www.stepuponsecond.org
Provides the City's in-house homeless outreach team (BHOT), homeless services and mental health services.
Theatre 40 (Cultural)
Contact: (310) 364-0535
www.theatre40.org
Professional theatre company operating in Beverly Hills for over 51 years, producing theatre productions for the
community.
Tower Cancer Research Foundation
Contact: (310) 299-8470
www.towercancer.org
An independent community foundation transforming the cancer journey through research and support.
Wallis Annenberg Center for the Performing Arts (Cultural)
Contact: (818) 985-3882
www.thewallis.org
Located in Beverly Hills, the Wallis provides theatre, dance, music and educational programming to the community.
Westside Food Bank
Contact: (310) 828-6016
www.westsidefoodbankca.org
Purchases food in bulk and collects donated food for distribution to economically vulnerable people on the
Westside.
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ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE PHONE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Name of Organization:

Jewish Free Loan Association

POC: Nancy Kaye

Phone: (310) 994-9052

Introduction
A. What is the focus or mission of your organization?
ANSWER: Provides interest free loans to people in need. The name is historical, and they do not
provide services exclusively to Jewish people. People can qualify as long as they are residents of
Los Angeles and Ventura Counties. They do not serve as a bank, but rather as a non-profit to
help provide people with an alternative to high-cost lenders by having a system where they
need a guarantor.
B. What specific communities within or outside the City of Beverly Hills do you serve?
ANSWER: The organization has a grant with the City of Beverly Hills. It’s the second time that
they’ve gotten to working with the City. There are employees of the Beverly Hills School District
and of the City of Beverly Hills who have received assistance from the organization, but they are
not necessarily residents of the City. Only up to a certain percentage of the grant money can be
used for these people (for the ones who don’t live in the City).
Lots of students in the Beverly Hills School District or students who live in Beverly Hills request
loans. They must be full time students. Also, the organization will provide loans for people who
are low-income.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Disadvantaged Community Identification
1. Are you aware of sensitive populations or disadvantaged communities within the City?
ANSWER: Yes, both employees with the City and the Beverly Hills School District, even if they do
not live within the City itself. Also, low-income students that live in the City and also that attend
schools in the Beverly Hills School District.
2. In what way would you describe this community as disadvantaged – lower socio-economic
levels? linguistically isolated/non-English speakers? Primarily elderly or children? Disabilities or
chronically ill?
ANSWER: See above.

Housing
3. Do you feel that safe and affordable housing is easily found within the City?

4. Is there a type of housing that the City should encourage more of? (houses, apartments, etc.)

5. Do you feel the City does enough to assist people in need to locate and maintain affordable
housing?

6. Does the City’s Rent Stabilization Ordinance help to stabilize rents in your community?

Community Character
7. Is public transit readily available to the community you serve?

8. Are public facilities like parks and health centers adequately available to the community?

9. Is the infrastructure in your community (sidewalks, powerlines, etc.) adequately maintained?

Quality of Life
10. Is your community directly affected by pollution? Is the burden excessive, compared to other
regions of the City or County?

11. Is your community adequately protected from/prepared for hazards such as drought, wildfires,
or severe storms?

12. Are adequate health and wellness resources focused on sensitive members of your community
(e.g. seniors, young children, unhoused)?
13. Are healthy, affordable food choices equally or comparably available to all, including
disenfranchised members of your community?

Public Policy
14. Do City policies and services (including the Rent Stabilization Commission, etc.) adequately
support the needs of your community?

15. Do City policies adequately support the growth and development of your community?

16. Should the City enact more policies focused on climate change preparedness? Environmental
pollution?

17. Are potential issues or concerns within your community easily communicated with the City? Are
those issues adequately addressed?
ANSWER: This is the second time with the grant for Beverly Hills. The City is great to work with,
and have been very receptive to our communications.
18. Are resources like public meeting notices and environmental documents easily available to you
or your community?

19. Final thoughts:
ANSWER: They really enjoy working with the City. They have not had any issues with
communication with the City, and they have special people who work on grants who can
communicate with the City.

Thank you for your time. If you would like more information about the Housing and Safety Element
updates, please visit the City’s website under community development.

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE PHONE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Name of Organization:

The Maple Counseling Center (TMCC)

POC: Varina Bleil

Phone:

(310) 729-1413

Introduction
A. What is the focus or mission of your organization?
ANSWER: The organization provides therapy for all ages (cradle to grave) – ranging from child
therapy to family therapy. They also offer individual therapy for adults, group therapy, family
counseling, and couples counseling. The organization has pre-licensed professionals who are
working on getting their degree in social work or doctorate in psychology. All of their therapists
are pre-licensed and are supervised by a licensed therapist (clinical supervisors). They act as a
teaching hospital for in-training therapists. They have specialized therapists who work in elder
care.
B. What specific communities within or outside the City of Beverly Hills do you serve?
ANSWER: They support everyone in Beverly Hills who needs therapy. Their office is in Beverly
Hills for 50 years, but they have supported everyone all around Los Angeles County. With teletherapy due to COVID, they can support anyone. They cannot support anyone outside of
California.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Disadvantaged Community Identification
1. Are you aware of sensitive populations or disadvantaged communities within the City?
ANSWER: There are underserved and low-income populations within the City, as they have
provided these services to the City residents in the past.
2. In what way would you describe this community as disadvantaged – lower socio-economic
levels? linguistically isolated/non-English speakers? Primarily elderly or children? Disabilities or
chronically ill?
ANSWER: They provide low-fee therapy and will set it based on income level. They have gone as
low as $1 per hour for therapy. They also work primarily with underserved residents, where an
average fee is $25 per session.

Housing
3. Do you feel that safe and affordable housing is easily found within the City?
ANSWER: There are a lot of low-income and very-low-income residents within LA County. They
have previously worked with those people from the City in the past.

4. Is there a type of housing that the City should encourage more of? (houses, apartments, etc.)

5. Do you feel the City does enough to assist people in need to locate and maintain affordable
housing?
ANSWER: The City offers grants to different organizations, like theirs, to assist the residents of
Beverly Hills with housing.
6. Does the City’s Rent Stabilization Ordinance help to stabilize rents in your community?

Community Character
7. Is public transit readily available to the community you serve?

8. Are public facilities like parks and health centers adequately available to the community?

9. Is the infrastructure in your community (sidewalks, powerlines, etc.) adequately maintained?

Quality of Life
10. Is your community directly affected by pollution? Is the burden excessive, compared to other
regions of the City or County?

11. Is your community adequately protected from/prepared for hazards such as drought, wildfires,
or severe storms?

12. Are adequate health and wellness resources focused on sensitive members of your community
(e.g. seniors, young children, unhoused)?
ANSWER: The organization helps a lot, and feels that Beverly Hills is more responsive than other
cities that they work with. This makes managing the resources better and more helpful. Varina
feels that there are adequate resources. They also work with the Fire Department and Police
Department, and feel there is a lot of care within the City.
13. Are healthy, affordable food choices equally or comparably available to all, including
disenfranchised members of your community?

Public Policy
14. Do City policies and services (including the Rent Stabilization Commission, etc.) adequately
support the needs of your community?

15. Do City policies adequately support the growth and development of your community?

16. Should the City enact more policies focused on climate change preparedness? Environmental
pollution?

17. Are potential issues or concerns within your community easily communicated with the City? Are
those issues adequately addressed?

18. Are resources like public meeting notices and environmental documents easily available to you
or your community?

19. Final thoughts:
ANSWER: The organization is happy to work with the City, and feels they are very receptive with
communicating with the different organizations on their needs and wants.

Thank you for your time. If you would like more information about the Housing and Safety Element
updates, please visit the City’s website under community development.

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE PHONE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Name of Organization:

Bet Tzedek Legal Services

POC: Vanessa, Intake Attorney

Phone: (323) 939-0506

Introduction
A. What is the focus or mission of your organization?
ANSWER: Organization started in the 70s to assist with Holocaust reparations. While they still
offer similar services as when they started, they are no longer exclusive to the Jewish
community.
B. What specific communities within or outside the City of Beverly Hills do you serve?
ANSWER: The organization has a grant with the City of Beverly Hills, so they serve residents (i.e.,
if they have an address within the City). They specifically have a team to assist the City and
provide Beverly Hills’ residents with legal assistance for tenant and housing law. They do not
assist owners or landlords.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Disadvantaged Community Identification
1. Are you aware of sensitive populations or disadvantaged communities within the City?
ANSWER: The tenants within Beverly Hills have reached out to the organization regularly for
tenant and housing law assistance. They also provide a tax clinic for people with IRS debt, help
with Medical, elder abuse, conservatorship, etc.
2. In what way would you describe this community as disadvantaged – lower socio-economic
levels? linguistically isolated/non-English speakers? Primarily elderly or children? Disabilities or
chronically ill?
ANSWER: Rental tenants, so ones with lower socio-economic levels than the landlords or
owners. Also, ones without financial assistance to get legal assistance related to tenant/housing
law.

Housing
3. Do you feel that safe and affordable housing is easily found within the City?

4. Is there a type of housing that the City should encourage more of? (houses, apartments, etc.)

5. Do you feel the City does enough to assist people in need to locate and maintain affordable
housing?

ANSWER: Yes, the City provides grants to organizations like ours to assist tenants.
6. Does the City’s Rent Stabilization Ordinance help to stabilize rents in your community?

Community Character
7. Is public transit readily available to the community you serve?

8. Are public facilities like parks and health centers adequately available to the community?

9. Is the infrastructure in your community (sidewalks, powerlines, etc.) adequately maintained?

Quality of Life
10. Is your community directly affected by pollution? Is the burden excessive, compared to other
regions of the City or County?

11. Is your community adequately protected from/prepared for hazards such as drought, wildfires,
or severe storms?

12. Are adequate health and wellness resources focused on sensitive members of your community
(e.g. seniors, young children, unhoused)?

13. Are healthy, affordable food choices equally or comparably available to all, including
disenfranchised members of your community?

Public Policy
14. Do City policies and services (including the Rent Stabilization Commission, etc.) adequately
support the needs of your community?
ANSWER: City provides grants to organizations like ours to assist tenants with their questions.
15. Do City policies adequately support the growth and development of your community?

16. Should the City enact more policies focused on climate change preparedness? Environmental
pollution?

17. Are potential issues or concerns within your community easily communicated with the City? Are
those issues adequately addressed?

18. Are resources like public meeting notices and environmental documents easily available to you
or your community?

19. Final thoughts:
ANSWER: The organization has seen an uptick in calls in the past year due to the eviction
moratoriums. They will also get calls for questions on rental assistance but the organization does
not provide funding or grants to the residents and will instead direct people to the State’s
website for financial assistance. Eviction defense is the bulk of their calls and representation.

Thank you for your time. If you would like more information about the Housing and Safety Element
updates, please visit the City’s website under community development.

